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A RECOMMENDED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM IN
BASED ON A SURVEY OF SELECTED RURAL

NUTRITION
FAMILIES

IN JOSEPHINE COUNTY, OREGON
CHAPTER

I

I NTROLJCTI ON
During the past two ye&rs the nation's attitude
toward nutrition and the importance of food to good health
has been decidedly changed.

People who before tolerated

and joked about the seemingly unwarranted importance placed
on vitamiriB and mineral8 are beginrdng to recognize their
full significance.

More housewives are checking their

market orders with the suggested weekly market liste neceeeary for minimum, moderate, and liberal cost adequate diete

publiehed by the United States Bureau of Hose Economics.
Schoole are placing more and more emphaeie on the proper

selection of food through the development of succeseful
school lunch programs and through their curricula.

These

factors all contribute to a nation of more physically fit
boys and girls, men and women.
The deplorable feature is that not everyone is being

reached or impressed sufficiently by the campaign to see
that the nation la better fed.

Some do not know that, as

a result of the first draft for selective

service in 19kO,

one-third of the supposedly physically fit American youth

2

were rejected from active participation because of defects.
Of those rejected one-third were refused because of disa-

bilities directly due to poor nutrition or, more simply,
because they had not had food of the right kind and amounts

during their formative years.1
Furthermore, as

a

result of the survey made by the

United States Bureau of Home Economics in cooperation with
the Consumer Purchases study, it va

found that more than

one-half of the non-relief families surveyed had diets
rated poor, and a little more than one-third of the diets
vere rated fair.

This leaves about ten per cent with good

diets.
The farm families made a better shoving than the city
or village f viilies.

Undoubtedly, this is because they

produce part of their own food supply on the farm and the
foods raised consist largely of protective foods.

Twice

as many of the farm families have good diets as the city

and village families.

This, however, means that only two

families out of ten have good diets.

Nearly four out of

ten farm families have diets that are passable.

This is

comparable to the less than four out of ten city or village families with passable diets.2

Hershey, Briadier General Levis B., "A Lesson of Selective Service , Vol. 30, Surv
Graphic, p. 383, July l9ki..
2
Hambridge, G., "Nutrition as a National Problem", Jx'nl of
Home Econ., Vol. 31, pp 361-36k, 1939.

Bad food habits, careless food preparation and madequate preservation of foods might explain in part the large

percentage of unsetifactory diets in the United States.
The present national emergency is making the public

realize that food is ammunition needed to keep up the

strength and vitality of the nation.

Perhaps the greatest

step in making this nation nutrition and food conscious vas
the national meeting of nine hundred nutrition experts

called in Washington, D.0
States during May, 19*1.

,

by the President of the United

As an outgrowth of this meeting,

the national yardstick of good nutrition was set up as a

tool to check the adequacy of the meals housewives vere

feeding their families.
With all these help8 available, it would seem that
every family should have sufficient knowledge to build

physically strong members by bettering its eating practices.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study is to develop a nutritional

program for high school students and adults.

This program

is based on needs shown in the survey made of the quantities

and qualities of Íood consumed for a week by rural families
in Josephine County, Oregon.

.

The writer became Interested in such a survey and

study whIle teeh1ng in Grants Pass, the county seat of

Josephine County.

The majority of students in Grants

Pasa high school are from the rural areas.

Thus in home

visiting many farm families are observed.
In 19k1, as an outgrowth of the nutrition campaign,

now popular over the nation, organizations and clubs in
Grants Pass were giving time in their meetings for dis-

cuasion of problema of nutrition and advising the u8e of
the newer practices in better nutrition; the county home

demonstration agent was conducting nutrition demonstrations
and discussions in the Home Extension Units;

schools in

the county vere beginning to develop hot school lunches to

make use of the surplus commodities available and to better the nutrition of school-age children; other similar

groups vere beginning to talk and think nutrition; and
the high school was stressing nutrition in its curriculum,

especially in

homeme.king

classes.

It vas the writer's desire to find out 1f some of the

rural families were actually applying the good nutritional

practices advoated by the national leaders.

Some of the

families may not have been individually touched by the
Information; others may have heard and discussed nutrition
but had failed to make direct application to their own

5

still other3 may have materially benefited by

familles;

the knowledge.
The problem wa

to find out what each famlly'8 actual

nutritional needs are, based on data gathered by s weekly

record of menus.

Then these vere

compared with

a standard.

From this information a type of educational prograi in
nutrition could be developed which might meet the direct

needs of

the families in order that they might be able to

make application of the information in bettering their
families'

food habits.

The study,

therefore, should answer the following

questions:
1.

sumed

What are the quantities

con-

the rural families selected for study?

by-

2.

and types of food

How do these eating habits compare with the sug-

gested weekly list of food consumed per family member as
set up by the United States Bureau of Home Economics?
).

What needs ere determined as a re8ult of the

survey?
k.

What educational program in nutrition can be recom-

mended for the rural families of Josephine county which

will meet

their needs and interests?

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Much in the way of literature about nutrition has been
published during the last few years.

Since nutrition is a

comparatively new science and one which changes rapidly,
only recent literature has been reviewed in this section.
NUTRITION:

During the

past

A NATIONAL PROBLEN

two years this nation has become in-

creasingly aware of its responsibility to the public in
finding out why its peoples are not well-fed
devise ways and means of eliminating the

underfed and ill-sati8fied populace.

and how to

hazard of

an

Nutrition, couse-

quently, has become veritable front page news.
The fact that the pre3ent emergency conditions have

potnted out the need of better nutrition does not mean
that it has created it.

"Hidden and hol1owt hungers have

long existed ja the land but now this fact IB being brought
out in the open.

It has made laymen formerly uninterested

in or indifferent to such knowledge willing to listen to

suggestions and make application to their daily lives.
However, as Helen

S.

Mitchell, principal nutritionist of

the Office of Defense and Welfare Agencies, has

out In her article,

t'The

pointed

National Nutrition Outlook:"

7

Though the word "nutrition" is now taking its
place in the ordinary American vocabulary, it has
not yet become table talk.
It will not until we
have followed the admonition of Mr. McNutt in his
opening speech that we must convert "nutrition"
from a "nine-letter word emblazoned with men in
white rampant upon a field of vitamins" into a
"four-letter word, meaning FOOD- - the right food
and plenty of lt." I
To demand attention from the masses nutrition must
be put into popular terme.

The knowledge of foods and

their effect8 upon the human body is as e8sential as

cleanliness for optimum health.
the

A healthy populace 18

national goal.2
Since the information that

approximately 50

per cent

of the people in the United States have poor diete and

that one-third more are fed just passable diets has become

known, the problem of what to do about it has ari8en.
Gove Hambridge, United States Department of Agriculture,
has given some suggestions which the nation must follow
to be better fed.

i

2

Mitchell, Helen S., "The National Nutrition Outlook",
Jr. 2 2! Econ., Vol. 5, pp. 537520, October, I9k.
EditorIal,
Vol.

"Campaign for Improved Nutrition", Hygeia,

20, pp. 2e.-25I,

4pril, 19k2.

To quote Mr. Hambridge:

In order to give even passable diets to the
50 per cent of cur people who now have poor diete,
we would have to consume, on the average, 90 per
cent more of ertatn types of vegetables than we
do consume, 12 per cent more of the tomato and
citrus fruit group, 10 per cent more butter, and
15 per cent more milk.
This would still leave
only 10 to 20 per cent of our people with good
diets, but it would mean that all the remaining
80 to 90 per cent would be above the nutritional
danger line. I
It is true that the science of nutrition is compara-

tively new and that many blunders have been made.

Dr.

Thomas Parran, Surgeon General, United States Public

Health Service, aptly put it in his speech at the
National Nutrition Conference for Defense:
The science of nutrition is about as young
as the science of aviation.
We do not know all
the answers in either field.
But as much, relatively, is known about what nourishes a human
body as is known about what gets a heavy machine
up in the air and safely to its destination.
The difference is that far less of the nutritional knowledge is put to work.
.

.

Here we happen to have plenty of fertile
land to supply every element of a full and
adequate diet to the present population and any
prospective increase. This le ture in spite of
past exploitation of agricultural resources.
This country has been unwise on other fronts.
Nature puts into the foods we eat the vital
elements necessary for balanced health. Modern
man has depleted many of them through the cookirg
methods of today . . . . 2
I
2

Hambridge, G.

,

Loo. Cit.

Parran, Thomas, "The Job Ahead", survey Graphic, Vol.

pp 396-399, July, 19k1.

_______

0,

9
Claude R. Wickard,1 United States Secretary of Agriculture, made the assumption in his address before thi8
same conference to this effect, "We Americans could feed

and clothe and house ourselves far better than we do if
we dared make full use of what we know."

Confronting the nation, then, is a majority of its
people underfed and yet not realizing it themselves.

What

can be done and what is being done to erase this condition?

TRENDS IN SOLVING THE NATIONAL NUTRITICi PROBIEM
In answering the last question, it would be impos-

sible to mention everything which has been started or

carried out to

alleviate

these

conditions.

As

vas previ-

ously mentioned, state and county nutrition councils have
been set up and are now functioning.

Treva

E.

Kaufman,2

state supervisor of Home Economics Education and member
of the New York State Nutrition Couìntttee, has declared

in her explanation of the organization of the New York

State Nutrition Council that it was part of the national

campaign to make people appreciate the need for better

nutrition and show them how to obtain the best nutrition
for the money they have to spend.

Some of the objectives

of the New York stato organizations are as follows:
I

Wickard, Claude R.
"Agricultural rlicy and
Graphic, Vol. 30, pp 387-391, July,
,

2

Abundance",

igki.

Kaufman, T. E., "State, County, and City Nutrition Cornmittees at Work", Pr*c. Home Econ., Vol. 19, p. 308,

September, 19k1.

-

____ ____

lo
1.

Try to reach the masses of people with the best

nutrition information.
2.

Simplify terms in popularizing the nutrition

program.
3.

Study local conditions and utilize local resources.

Recognize the importance of the local newspaper and radio
station.
The various communities over the nation have started

campaigns of their own.

Community leaders have met and

di8cussed common problems.

Organizations are functioning

which would study the local situations and then plan and
carry out a nutritional education program based on the
needs discovered.

Such a set-up was carried out in

Cleveland under the direction of Adelaide L. Van Duzer,

nutritionist of the Cleveland Health Council, and lt was
described by Alice

H.

Smith1 in her article "Professionally

Trained Volunteers in Community Education."

Miss Smith

believed this experience indicated that the people of that

particular community are capable of recognizing and deter-

mining some of the needs of the community and, given an

opportunity and some help,

they can take steps to deal

with the social and health problems existing in the community.
Smith, Alice H.,

"?rofesslonall Trained Volunteers in
Community Nutrition Education', Jrnl. of Hoire Econ.,
Vol. 33, pp. k50-k53, September,IIl.

ii

Muriel W. Brown

believes that

the

most

effective

help

in the community, in many instances, is given through some

kind of individual consultation.
Po quote Miss Brown:

In many communities, especially in the South,
adult classes of farm men and women are meeting
with vocational agriculture and borne economics
teachers to find out what the food needs of the
families are, how much of the food needed can be
produced at home, how much land and labor is
required to produce the necessary fruit and
vegetables, how much livestock must be raised
to provide the meat supply, how food produced
can be conserved. i

Miss Brown has found that educational campaigns are
more successful when they are based on newly discovered
needs than when they attempt to creete
She has also asserted that the best kind

of need.

of

education for

individuals is for each to learn by doing.
The preceding articles are reports from but a few of
the organizations and coîunities which are working to

help better the eating habits of the nation.

NEEDS FOR THE FUTURE
The answer to the question,
to erase the condition of

"What more can be done

'hidden hunger'?" may be

answered with more and more stress placed upon the education of the masses.
I

Brown, Muriel W.
"Community Cooperation for Nutrition
Education", School Life, Vol. 26, pp. 311-31k, July,
19k1.
-- -,
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Martha

Howard1 said in her article, "Stretching

C.

the Food Dollar," vord8 to this effect:

"Good nutrition

Is almost entirely a matter of proper education."

It has

been seid that the one barrier to good nutrition Is not

economic but Ignorance, hsbit, and Inertia.
"Overcoming this barrier," according to Mr. Hain-

bridge,2

etiS

s

matter of continued education through all

the well-known channels.

And education does bring results

at all economic levels."

The nutritional standards in .Pmerica will be raised

only step by step and each step will probably involve a
struggle which will change the food habits of a nation;
& problem which only training in psychology and education

will overcome.3
"Many people of unusual intelligence in the high
income brackets eat improperly.

We must get nutrition

Information Into every household, rich or poor, in the
United States, so that the new knowledge of food may

ex-

press itself in more vigor of living," declared Vice President Henry A

Wallsce

in his address before the National

Nutrition Council.
I

Howard, Martha

C.

"Stretching the Food Dollar", Hygeia,

Vol.

19, pp. 564-569, July, 1941.
2 Hainbrldge,
G., bc. cit.
3 Wilder, Russel M., "Mobilize for Total

Nutrition",
Survey Graphic, Vol. 30, pp. 387-396, July, 19k1.
Wallace, Henry A., "Food, Farmers, and Fundamentals",
Survey Graphic, Vol. 30, p. 390, July, 19t1.
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Brigadier General Levis B

Hershey,1 Deputy Director

of the Selective Service System, explained in his address

to the National Nutrition conferees that he believed the

most fundamental step in bettering national nutrition

practices, and thus develop the people physically, must
be a basic change in our conception of the nature of our

educational system.

He also stated that this is a long

range task In which parents, schools, and the government

must each bear a part.
However, Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins2 declared
at the same conference:

"A national nutrition policy should

plan to change food consumption habits only insofar as it
is absolutely necessary to do so to provide all the nutri-

ents necessary for health,
of life."

efficiency,

and full enjoyment

She has also suggested that there is a need to

make available to the adults of today the never knowledge
of nutrition which was not taught when they vere in school.

Helen S. Mitchell has thrown out a challenge to
educational leaders in her statement:
Professionally trained women--especially
economics trained women in every community,
large or small--homemakers as well as teachers,
have the chance of their lives to take the lead
and guide the new popular interest in nutrition
into Sound and useful channels. 3
hon,e

I

Hershey, Brigadier General Lewis B.
bc. cit.
"City DIet8 and Democracy", Surve!
Graphic, Vol. 30, pp. 393-395, July, 19k1.
3 MItchell, Helen S., bc. cit.
,

2 Perkins,
Frances,

1k

Miss Mitchell has also observed that originality and

organization are needed to reach the people in need of
the nutrition knowledge.

There should be originality in

the preparation of teaching and illustrative materials,
in the presentation, and even in the approach to stimulate

interest.

The subject must be vital.

She adds that the

organization of people as veil es materials is necessary if

nutrition teaching is to reach all groups of the population
successfully.
are kept high.

Care must be taken, however, that standsrds
The information dispensed in the name of

nutrition should be correct, simple, end useful.
Perhaps the best way to sum up what can and should be
done in order to build up the nutritional status of the

nation would be to quote some of the recommendations
presented to the President of the United States by the
National Nutrition Conference for Defense.

The three

selected recommendations ere as follows:

Vigorous and continuous research to add to
our present knowledge of the nutritional status
of groupe in the population, the nutritive content of everyday foods, the effects of various
methods of processing, storing, and cooking in
their nutritive value.

The mobilization

of every educational method

to spread the newer knowledge of nutrition among

1-

laymen by means of schools, motion pictures,
the radio, the public press, home and. community
demonstration, and other suitable means.

Equally, encouregement in every practical
way of more production for home use by rural
people, especially those et low Income levels.
Large numbers of farm families cen greatly improve their nutritional statue by making more1
complete use of resources on their own farms.
THE FUNCTION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN
THE NUTRITION CAMPAIGN

Education has been stated to be one, if not the most,
effective means of getting results In bettering the nutriition prectices of the nation.

mentioned and stressed.

Adult education hes been

The nutritional information muet,

however, be available to the students of the nation In

elementary, secondary, and advanced schools 1f a physi-

cally strong generation Is desired now and in the future.
It is a problem facing educators to be able to present

this knowledge in an informative manner end yet make it

have direct carry-over value in application to personal

eating habits.
Secretary of Labor Perkins believes that the hot
school lunch program has been a definite and important
step toward bettering the nation's eating habits.

This

is brought out in her statement:

j_

National Nutrition Conference for Defense,
Recommendations to the President of the United Stetes of
Americe", Survey Graphic, Vol. 30, p. 1OO, July, i91.
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The school lunch program eeems a particularly
valuable addition to American institutions. More
than k,000,000 children in our 8chools have received free lunches during the current fiacal year.
There are about 27,000,000 school children in the
entire country.
It thus seems clear that
the extension of this program to all school children would have in addition to its other advantages, a very sound psychological basis.
It
would also provide for children whose parente
have not taught them sound habits, and give practical lessons in what constitutes a nutritionally
adequate noon meal. i
.

.

.

James F. Rogers,2 consultant in Eealth Education,

would supplement the preceding statement made by Miss
Perkins.

To quote:

"Since it is not what is on the

menu of the school lunch but what is in the child that
counts,

correlation of teaching with experience in the

school lunchroom is recognized as an educational opportunity."
The public school system is one of the most effective

channels for reaching the public.

In the past school

leaders have been quick to recognize their responsibility

and opportunity in Initiating such programs as nutrition.
James F. Rogers has recognized this opportunity as

well as the problems it presents.

He believes that if

health is the first objective in education then nutrition
stands first among the subjects for instruction.

I
2

Re has

Perkins, Frances, bc. cit.
Rogers, James F. and Others, "Nutrition Education
Throughout the School Program", School Life, Vol.
pp. 131-132, February, 1941.
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stated some of the problems faced by educators In putting
over nutrition to the public:
What retards the spread of nutrition knowledge and its acceptance by people? This is a conMany factors interfere with
cern of educators.
food practices and habit8 that provide for good
nutrition: Family background, culture patterns,
early associations, fashions in food, social and
economic conditions, and indifference
It is necessary for those who teach nutrition to
gain more knowledge about how the people live and
more understanding about the stimuli to which
they re8pond in order to build upon each individual's personal expe'1ence. i
.

.

.

Nutrition must be exp4ienced rather than just talked
about.

Secondary school stdents are concerned mainly

with the persona]. fitness to which nutrition contribute8,
but they need to have their horizons broadened to include
the nutrition problems of families in the community as

well a8 the study of the foOd practices in their own
homes.

Nutrition education is carried to an effective

completion, therefore, onlyiwhen the students put into

daily practice good nutrit1n habits.
Rua Van Horn,2 agent fÒr the United States Office of
Education, believes that the way to improve the nutritional
status of the secondary school pupils is through cooperative effort.

She has said that the ultimate goal in

nutrition education Is to help young people become intellii
2

Rogers, James F., loe. cit.
Van Horu, Rua, "Nutrition Education in the Secondary
School', School Life, Vol. 26, pp. 200-202, April,

i9i.

gent as to the role which food plays In their live8.

There

are certain characteristics of adolescents which, she be-

lieves, would influence approaches to nutrition teaching.
These are (i) the adolescent's struggle to establish

Independence and his eagerness to be accepted as an adult;
(2)

the adolescent's interest in that which gives promise

of helping him achieve what to him are worthwhile accom-

plishments.

The adolescent needs to see results in any

program before he is willing to accept it as the truth.
He should,

therefore, be given some experiences to prove

that food will make a difference.

The facts of nutrition

will remain unreal until they have become a part of his

personal experience.
Always in popularizing nutrition, c8re must be taken
that simple facts are not over-dramatized so that they
are out of harmony in any way with the findings of research.

Joseph Hirsch, former specialist in Health Education
for the United States Office of Education and the United

States Public Health Service, Washington, D C., and now

working on post war planning problems in the health and
welfare fields, has this to say about nutrition instruction in the schools:
If the function of the school is visualized
as encompassing more than the inculcation of

knowledge, skills, and attitudes and includes
the development of the child in terms of the
total social situation, it clearly follows that

activities in the nutrition field are necessary.
Here Is an opportunity and challenge.
The school's nutrition program should operate
in the following three main areas:

Mr.

1.

Recognition by teachers and administrative personnel of substandard health
conditions due to malnutrition and
undernourishment. Where medical care
18 indIcated, provision for the same
should be made.

2.

Establishment of a nutrition education
program based upon local needs and
patterns of food consumption.

3.

Provision of one-third of the day's
food requirements through a school
lunch program supplemented where neceesary or desirable by a mid-afternoon
"snack." I

Hirsch has also stated that for nutrition educe-

tion to be truly effective lt should:
1. Reach the largest possible number of children.
Specialized courses such as home economics
are important but malnutrition and substandard
health do not merely strike studente taking such
courses. They are not restricted to the few, but
strike many.
It is mandatory, therefore, that
nutrition education be made an Integral part of
many subjects.
2. Be both practical and realistic--recog.nizing limitations in income, local availability of
various foods, and local patterns of food coneumption and usage.

i Hirsch, Joseph,

"Teaching Nutrition: An Education
Opportunity Re8ponsibllity", Science Education,
Vol. 26, pp. 379-386, Decembei19I.
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3. Be prosecuted throughout the entire school
life of the child, beginning with the nursery
school and running through the high school.
To
defer lt until junior or senior high 8chool years
would be much like trying to tile a roof before
the foundation of the house has been laid.
k. Be intimately related with patterns of
food usage in the home.
It does little good, for
example, to engender sound nutrition principles
and practices in the school if they are nullified
by what is being done in the home at morning and

evening meals. I

Mr. Hirsch adds that in order for children to have
a functional understanding of nutrition,

their needs must

be defined in a clear-cut way.

The Federal Government and the Schools
It is Interesting to note that the federal government

has attempted to bring nutrition and education closer

together by having a representative of the United States
Office of Education on the Goverrunent Coordinating

mittee of the National Nutrition Program.

Corn-

This Is an

attempt to keep the schools informed on developments in
order to give 8chools such information as Is of vital

concern

to their programs.2

Thus it appears that educetlon in nutrition is a
vitel, comparatively new feature but one which is

I
2

being

Hirsch, Joseph., 1cc. cit.
United States Office of Education, "Nutrition Education
and the Schools", Education for VIctoz7, Vol. 1,
pp. 25-2k, March k, 19k2.
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developed rapidly.

The public 8ch00]. 8ystem8 have been

quick to undertake the challenge brought about by auch a
program.

SUMMARY
Nutrition problems which have existed for many years
are nov being thrown Into light because of the national

emergency and the need for
strong people.

a

nation full of physically

The studies which have been made bring

out the fact that a goodly portion of the populace in

the United States is underfed and is suffering from what
is nov called "hidden hungers."

The problem rises as to how to combat this serious

situation and still make it possible for people to diaseminate information on better eating practices which
these people can directly apply in their own situation.

Individual needs must be recognized and then satis-

fled by an adequate and far-reaching educational program
in nutrition.

Nutrition education should reach everyone;

young or old, urban or rural, rich or poor.

It is needed

by all.
Care must be taken In popularizing nutrition that

facts are not colored too much and that it is presented

simply and clearly.
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The federal government has recognized the importance
of the school in adding nutrition to its curriculum to

insure better eating practices among the families repre-

sented at school.
It is an opportunity and challenge

to the educational

leaders to develop interesting and effective programs in
nutrition.

The most severe test of such a program, how-

ever, is the direct application of the information to the

students

t

own personal and family eating habits.

CHAPTER

II

PROCEDURES A1D SOURCES OF I?FORMAT1ON

The purpose of this chapter 18 to present an over-

view of the rural and urban conditions of Josephine County,
Oregon, and explain the selection of participants for the

study and the procedures used In securing the data.
This study was made In those rural areas surrounding

Grants Pass, Oregon, the county seat of Josephine county,
where the writer was teaching.

CHARACTER I STI CS OF THE COUNTY STUDIED
Grants Pass is the trade center for the major part
of Josephine county and holds the county's entire urban

population, which Is 6,028 accordIng to the 19kO United
States census.1

Grants Pass thrives on tourist trade.

It Is located in southern Oregon on the Rogue River, one

of the best known trout, steelhead and salmon fI8hing

streams in America, and is close to euch well-known resorts as the Oregon Caves Natione.l Monument and the

Crater Lake National Forest.

It is nestled in a small

valley surrounded by three large mountain ranges, the
Cascades, the Coast Range, and the Sisklyous.
I

All figures taken from the 16th Census of the United
States, 19kO, Population and Agriculture, First and
Second Serles, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 19k1.
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Josephine county prides itself in the fact that 98
per cent of its 16,50i populace are native Americans or

descendants of Northern Europeans.

This is a situation

which is relatively unusual in the United Ststes and is
favorable in

the.t

there are no racial clans which -have

their own peculiar eating habits and CU8tOmS.
This is

a

great agricultural section, the major part

of which Is devoted to general farming and dairying.

The

land is irrigated and the long growing seasons for crops

are augmented by mild winters.

It is said that practically

any crop grown In the temperate zone can be raised in this
territory.

Data from the 19kO census show that 125,206

acres of the county are included in farm lands; 20,5k7 of
these acres are harvested cropland; 15,585 acres are plow-

able pastures; 60,6k) acres are in woodland and 23,995
acres are in other types of land.
The average farm contains 6k acres.

Only four other

Oregon counties have average acreages smaller than Josephine.

These are, in order, Washington, Clackamas, Mult-

noniah, arid Hood River counties.

Josephine county is 1,9k

The number of farms In

as compared with i,i6k in 1930.

Thu8 there has been an increase In the number of farms
the county during the past IO year8.
of the land and buildings has

in

The value per farm

simultaneously been de-

creased from $6,608 in 1930 to $3,851 in 19k1.

It Is
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interesting to note, however, that of these l,9k4 farms
in the county 1,528 are fully owned by the occupants.

Many people have moved Into Josephine county in the
last few years from the drought-stricken areas in the

middle west, from California, and from various other
states.

These familles have settled on small farms hoping

to make a living with as little initial expense as pos-

sible.

In order to start farming effectively, many have

asked for and received financial aid from the Farm Security

Administration, a federal governmental agency.
Dairying is perhaps the outstanding source of agricultural income.

During the fiscal year of 19k1 $530,880

was taken into the county by dairying.

The soil is

especially adapted to the growing of alfalfa and Ladino
clover for pasture.

These crops are also grown for seed.

Sixty per cent of the nation's supply of Ladino clover
seed is grown In Josephine county)

An income of $93,500

was realized from this crop in 19141.2

Information gathered from the county extension agent
includes the estimated revenue brought Into the county by
the various other agricultural projects, which are as

follows:

sheep, $10,500; hogs, $39,015; poultry,

$140,000;

turkeys, $75,000; fruits, $105,000; beef cows, $115,500.
I

General Information gathered from Grants Pass and
Josephine County Chamber of Commerce, Grants Pass,

2

Information from Josephine Ccunty Extension Agent,

Oregon.
O.K.

Beals.
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Other industries important to the income of the

county include hop growing, which brought in $53,6O0
last year.

This industry provides employment for many

transient workers during the hop picking season.

Thus

it creates the problem of providing adequate food for

the seasonal workers who come in the county at the begin-

ning of the season of work and leave when that crop is

harvested.
Gladiolus and other flowering bulbs for the florist

and greenhouse trade are grown annually in large amounts
and prior to the war were shipped in car-load lots to

markets in all parts of the world.
these crops include:

Estimated income from

tulips, $2,560; iris, $17,000;

gladiolus, $96,000.

Lumbering is an other important industry in the county,
along with mining for gold, chrome, quartz, and copper.
Since it is a mining area, many familles live on wooded

hillsides where irrigation and extensive farming are
difficult.

Referring again to the 19kO census, one finds that
in Josephine county the distribution of the population

between rural and urban is as follows:

6,028, urban;

6,795, rural farm; 3,783, rural non-farm.

This shows that

the majority of the population in the county is living in

the rural areas.

It is recognized than that for Josephine
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county thi$ study, dealing with the food habits of representative rural familles should be tpical of over half
the county's population.

SELECTION OF FAMILIES FOR TRE STUDY
In starting a 8tudy of the food habits of selected

families, lt vas necessary to decide which familles and
how many familles should participate.

With the knowledge

that there were over 1,900 farms in the county this was

Increasingly difficult as a representative group was desired.

The keeping of such detailed records during the

week required the selection of familles either already
accustomed to keeping record8 or those who would be willing
to cooperate to the fullest extent.

With these problems In

mind the solution was forthcoming with a suggestion given
the writer that many of the rural familles In Josephine

county were receiving federal aid In establishing, stocktug, and bettering their farms by way of the Farm Security

Administration.

These familles are required to keep de-

tailed accounts of their expenditures, plans and progress
throughout the period of their Farm Security Administration
loan.

Permission for carrying on the study using the Farm
Security Administration families vas granted by the associ-

ate 8tate director.

However, the data could not have

been collected without the cooperation of the county home
supervisor, to whom the writer is greetly indebted.
The names of the families receiving Farm Security

Administration aid were gone over to determine size of
family, number of children of high school age, differences
In religious belief which might Influence the eating habits,

income, and whether or not the families might be Interested
in cooperating In such a study.

The latter point proved

very beneficie.l and a great time-saver as the home supervisor knew the housewives and could estimate their interest and accuracy in taking on this project.

PROCEDURES USED IN MAKING THE STUDY
Data were gathered by use of questionnaires and
blanks and direct contact with the participants.

The

questionnaires and blanks to be filled in by the cooperators of this study were made out with the thought of

gathering accurate, objective Information as to the eating
habite of the families with little added effort or inconvenience on the part

of'

the family.

The personal information vas gathered from the Farm

Security Administration reports on file in the county
office and included:

size of family, number living at

home, age of family members, occupation, state of health,

type of farming done, and income.

From these data a

rep-.

resentative group of families was selected.
At the beginning of the study in the fall of 19k1
the home supervisor accompanied the writer while making
the first contact with these homes.

The problem was

presented and discussed with the housewife.

It was made

clear that participation in this study was not required

by the Farm Security Administration.

However, only three

families visited stated that because of a heavy schedule
of home work,

outside chores, or defense work, they would

rather not take the time.

If the housewife consented to

participate, the moat convenient week was set aside for
the study.
At the first of the week selected the writer again

visited the home, taking the report blanks and household
scales to be used in the careful check-up of food supplies.
The first part of the questionnaire was gone over with the

housewife as were the supplies of canned or otherwise preserved food in the home.

The staples in the cupboard

were weighed and set aside for use during the week

and.

re-weighed at the end of the seven day period, which comprised 21 meals.

The housewife was instructed in the use

of the scales and in the recording of her menus on the

blanks provided.

The food not weighed at this time was

to be weighed just before the preparation of the family

meals and account was kept of the times it was served as
leftovers.

Market orders for the week were listed and

the food weighed.

No comment was made or suggestion given

during the first visit as to what were generally considered

good or poor diets.

Then at the end of the week the writer

again returned to the home to re-weigh the food and to
determine the amount consumed for the week.

From a number of names suggested the data were collected for ten families.

It was found that after the

tenth home had been visited, the information was beginning to follow a similar pattern with no new findings.
Thus the study was limited to the participation of ten

Farm Security Administration families.

CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF DATA
The participants selected for thia study were all farm

families In Josephine county who were receiving federal aid
through the Farm Security Admini8tration.

The particular

families chosen were so selected because of differences In
the length of time as residents in this section of the
state; type of farming done;

size of cultivated area on

the farm; gross income for the past year; size of family;

number of children of high school age; and whether or not
the high school children had taken or were taking home-

making in school.
The data consist of the weekly reports of food con-

sumed by each of the ten selected Farm Security Administra-

tion families.

These reports include the data of the

visit; the statement of the housewife as to her opinion
of the adequacy of the food supplies produced on the farm,

such as eggs, milk, fruits, and vegetables; the amount of

preserved foods on hand; weights of food used during the
week studied; and the record of the 21 meals eaten.

The

weights of the various types of food consumed by the family

members for the particular week studied vere calculated,
tabulated, and compared with the standard.
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The standard for judging the adequacy of diets was

prepared for use by the average homemaker.
"3 Market Lists for Low Cost Meal&',

It is entitled

Bureau óf Home Econ-

amies, United States Department of Agriculture.

It indi-

sates the kinds and quantities of food needed for each

family member per week in order to have a good diet at low
Various market lists have been prepared by the

cost.

Bureau of Home Economics and published by the United States

Department of Agriculture.

These are based on the new diet

guides announced at the 19k1 National Nutrition Conference
for Defense.
(A,

B,

Of the three market lists for low cost meals

and C), A1 was selected, at the suggestion of Mrs.

Jessainine Williams, head of the Foods and Nutrition Depart-

ment, Oregon State College.

It is the standard most likely

to meet the needs of the Pacific Northwest region, as it

includes more potatoes, dairy products, and somewhat more
meat than either plan B or

C.

Plan B includes more grain

products and leafy, green, and yellow vegetables than
plans A or

C.

Plan

C

includes more dry beans, fat, and

eggs than plans A or B.

From the market list selected, the kinds and quantities
of food needed by each particular family were calculated by

adding together the amounts needed by each individual

family member.

The list is separated into sections of food

See Market List A for Low Cost Meals in Appendix.

3)

needed for children of various ages up through 12 years;
girls:

13-15, 16-20; women:

moderately active, very active,

sedentary, pregnant, nursing; boys:
years; men:

13-15 years; 16-20

moderately active, very active, sedentary.

It was assumed that the average farmer is very active.

Unless otherwise stated, the wife was considered moderately
active.

Therefore, each family had its own particular

standard for food consumption during the week, depending
upon the size of the family and the age and occupation of
its members.

The kinds and quantities of food are classified as:

milk; potatoes;

dried beans, peas, and nuts; tomatoes,

citrus fruit; leafy, green, or yellow vegetables;

"other

vegetables and fruit"; eggs; meat, poultry, fish; flour,
cereals; fats and oils; and sugars, sirups, preserves.
The amount of food each family should have consumed

according to the standard was then compared with the
amount of that particular kind of food actually eaten by
the family members for the week studied.

The percentage

of the standard attained by each family was determined,

using one hundred per cent as the actual goal to be
achieved.
It 18 recognIzed that In analyzing menus for adequacy

any one member of a family group may be well-nourished

3k

while lt appears that the family group is not being ade-

quately fed, or that any family member may be malnourished

although the other family members are seemingly wellnouri8hed, depending upon their individual selection of
This study does not deal with individual family

food.

members but with the family unit as a group.
These data are presented in the form of case studies
of each particular family.

unit are discussed.

Characteristics of the family

The information gathered Is compared

with the standard and conclusions are drawn.

The eating

habits of these ten rural familles are studied to determine the similarities and the differences according to
the time of study and the Income of the family.

CASE STtIDY OF FAMILY

I

This family unit consists of three adult members:
the husband, the wife, and her aunt, 80 years of age.

has been crippled

Mrs. A, the wife,

is 50 years old, and

since childhood.

One leg Is shorter than the other.

She

gets about the house with the aid of a crutch and has

learned to handle herself quite quickly and

easily.

maintains a cheerful attitude toward life.

She has artis-

tic talent and in the pest has done some oil painting.

She

She

has had some art training in an advanced school beyond high
school.
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The husband's health is not good for a man of k7 years.

He is troubled with ulcers of the stomach and a weak heart.
He does the farming alone.

Mr.

A. has

had a meager formel

education, since he did not attend elementary school past
the second grade.
The aged aunt contributes some money toward her main-

tenance but Is unable to do much active work around the
house.

She moves slowly and spends most of her time In

her own small room.
Their

sml1 unpainted house

sits on the hillside of

their 20 acre general and dairying farm.

This farm brings

In an annual Income of approximately $1337.

The milk from

the dairy cows Is sold to the local Grants Pase cheese

factory.
return.

They often get supplies of unrlpened cheese In

Butter is purchased in town at butterfat prices

but bread is made et home mainly from whole grain flours.

Their kitchen Is meagerly equipped.

It haa been made frani

a lean-to which has been added to the house.

It appears

neat, however, but all food must be carefully sealed and

wrapped to protect It from Insects.
The farm gives them adequate egg and milk supplies,

they believe.

There are not any fruit trees on the place,

but currants and blackberries grow profusely.

Their

vegetable garden, however, Is not adequate to satisfy their
own needs.

One of their goals as stated in the Farm
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Security reports on file in the county home supervisorts
office is that they will need to do more canning of food
and increase home produced goods.

Cucumbers are grown for preservation and a few other
vegetables are grown for immediate consumption from the
Cereals and cereal products are enjoyed and eaten

garden.

frequently to the exclusion of other foods.
The religious belief of the family restricts the use

Consequently no meat is home produced.

of meat.

The

husband enjoys purchased canned meat at times because he
is

les

strict in his adherence to his religious belief

than are his wife and aunt.

Green beans, corn, and tometoes ere preserved by
canning, as is some sauerkraut.

Purchased apricots,

strawberries, cherries, peaches, pears, youngberries, and

rhubarb are canned each year.
fond of

jan18,

The husband is particularly

jellies, and pickles,

so food is alac pre-

served in this way.
Eggs are stored in watergiass for future use, although

they generally have a fresh supply.
"The meals are usually served at regular times," the

housewife stated; "however,

husband's work is going.
with us."

it does depend on how my

We eat when he 18 able to

ea.t

The husband enjoys lemonade after coming in
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from his farming chores.

Snacks of cookies

s.nd

cinnamon

rolls are also consumed between nieels.
The wife appeared willing and eager to cooperate with

this study

but the husband's attitude was one of,

"What's

the sense in worrying so much about the food you eat?

what you have and want, and be done with

Eat

it."

She kept the record of the food consumed for the week

during the month of September.

visit,

She seid during the last

"It looks as if we ate mush

quite

week, but lt is so simply prepared."

a.

bit during the

The advisability of

fruits and vegetables, especially during this fall season
was discussed.

She vas Interested in learning the value

of various foods.
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for Family

1

I

Compared with Standard

When the quantities of food consumed by this family
were calculated and compared with the selected standard,1
it was found that the amount of milk and eggs consumed was

above the standard figured for this particular family.
(See Figure i.)

Whole milk and eggs are both good sources of vitamin
A,

and eggs are good sources of iron.

However, the small

amount of these foods eaten over the standard would not

entirely supplement the lack of leafy, green, or yellow
vegetables.2

Leafy, green, or yellow vegetables are essen-

tial in the diet to furnish excellent supplies of Iron and

vitamin A, but only one-third of what should have been

eaten was used by Family

I

as shown in Figure 1.

The

bother vegetables and fruits" eaten by the family consi8ted mainly of grapes and bananas.

These foods do not

furnish the needed Iron, vitamths A and
fulfill the diet.
in iron

zìd

vitamin

C to

sufficiently

Therefore, the diet still remains low
A.

The comparison of this family's reported menus with
the standard as seen from Figure

1

shows that not only are

leafy, green, or yellow vegetables lacking but so also are

i
2

Market List "A" for Low Cost Meals, Bureau of Home Economics, United States Department of Agriculture.
See Appendix for actual weights of food consumed.

ko

potatoes and meet.

Moreover, all of the meat was eaten by

Mr. A., as Mrs. A.

and her aunt do not eat meat of any

type.

three-fourths pounds of meat consumed

The one

e.nd

by Mr. A. aid not meet the two and one-half pounds recom-

mended for the active man.
The apparent lack of meat in the diet means that the

food

elements protein, phosphorus, thiamin, and riboflavin

are not adequately supplied.

Milk and eggs, if suff 1-

ciently over the standard, would help supplement these
food elements but these are not eaten in adequate quantities.

Whole grains furnish some protein, phosphorus,

thiemin and riboflavin to help

ciency.

fulfill

some of that def i-

However, these would not supplement enough of

the food elements to furnish an adequate diet in these

factors.
Potatoes,

if properly cooked, are

good sources

the necessary food elements, iron and vitamin

C.

of

Since

this diet is low in supply of potatoes, lt would not

furnish enough of the two food elements mentioned.

How-

ever, the tomatoes and citrus fruit eaten during the week

were 150 per cent of the standard.

especially rich in vitamin
ment this

food

of potatoes.

C

This food group is

and would, no doubt, supple-

element not furnished by an adequate supply
The iron would also be supplied by the lkl

ki

per cent of whole grain flour and cereals eaten by the

family for the week.
Iron.

Whole grains are a good source of

Thus the lack of potatoes has been belanced by an

oversupply of toiatoes and citrus fruits &nd whole grain

flour and cereals.
Quantities of sugar and fats and oils for the week

were just below loo per cent of the standard.

But unless

not enough calories are furnished by other food groups,
it is not a serious deficiency.

No dried beans, peas, or nuts were eaten during the

seven day period.

Phis fact does not present a serious

deficiency as these foods are not particularly needed
during the fall season when fresh foods are so plentiful.
Therefore, it would seem that the weekly reported
diet of Family

I

is materially deficient in the food

elements iron and vitamin A and somewhat lacking in

pro-

tein, phosphorus, thiamin, and riboflavin.

Characteristics of the Week's Meals Eaten

Family

I

Not only are the foods consumed deficient in vital

nutrients but when combined into menus for each day the
meals eaten by this family are monotonous in the use of
cereal foods.

The meals do not present much variety of

color, texture,
of cooking.
i

flavors,

foodstuffs, temperature, or ways

A sample daily menu1 is as follows:

Complete set of menus for each family on file in Home
Economics Education Office.

Breakfast:

Fried Cornmeal Mush
Hot Cakes Fried Potatoes
Butter Syrup
Lunch:

Cream of Tomato Soup
Bread
Crackers
Grape Pie
Banana. s

Dinner:

Cornmeal Mush
Tomatce s
Cake
Two of the breakfast foods, fried potatoes and hotcakes, especially, would be slow and hard to digest and

surely not the foods a man with a poor digestive system
should eat.

The breakfasts throughout the week have

cereal, often fried, and hotcakes or fried potatoes in
combination.
The lunch for this particular day would rate fair.

However, during the week, individual meals contain a
sameness of foodstuffs, such as potato 8oup, crackers,
bread, butter and jam.

starchy foods.

This presents a meal full of

Then at another time the meal might con-

sist entirely of vegetables such as beet greens, carrots,

potatoes,

lima.

beans, and the usual bread and butter.

The dinner for the menu recorded illustrates the

repetition in the use of cereal products.

It is recognized

that familles with low inc mes must necessarily rely upon

cereal products.

However, since fresh foods are available

on the farm, it should not be necessary for farm families
to use cereal foods to the exclusion of home produced

vegetables and fruits.
This homemaker should learn some simple, easy ways

by which 8he can provide interesting combinations of foods
In her menus.

Moro vegetables of variety would help meet

the need of vitamin A in the diet:
or yellow vegetables.

tity;

especially leafy, green,

Foods In season are esten in quan-

consequently, it would be advisable to have a knowl-

edge of various ways or preparing these foods for Inter-

esting combinations In the menu.
CASE STUDY OF FAMILY II

Family II has six members:
:33;

son.

Mr. B, age 37; Mrs. B.,

three daughters, 15, 13, and seven; and a six year old
The father Is In good health and does al]. the general

farming on h18 k9 acre place, all of which is under cultivaticn.

He vas working both times during the visit,

so

he was not Interviewed.

Mrs. B. is a very large woman in a fair state of

health.

She has seen many hardships during her lifetime

and, as she related to the writer, has graphically seen

the effects of proper and improper food on her family and

herself.

"There vere times during my early married life

and while

¡ny

children vere little when we didn't know where

the next meal would come from, let alone have plenty of

milk and other foods considered necessary now.
stand why my teeth are so bad.

I

can under-

Since we've moved on this

fami, we have had lots of milk and eggs."

As

a

homemaker,

she is interested in improving nutritional practices to

benefit her family and she seemed especially pleased to be

asked to cooperate with this study.

Her enthusiasm and

accuracy in keeping the records were appreciated.
The parents vere desirous that their children attend
a parochial school of their own religious belief,

could not afford to send them.

but

As it is, all the children

go to the public schools with the exception of the six

year old son, who has not started his schooling.

means three lunches are packed each school day.

This
The

children are given a hot drink at school.
Their home

i

a rambling farm houBe in need of some

repair, but quite comfortable.
large.

The kitchen is especially

Things are kept orderly in the home although the

equipment is scarce.

The income of the family is $2000.

The family at the time of the visit in September vas

receiving aid in the form of food stamps secured through
the Surplus Commodities Commission.

have relinquished this aid.

Since that time they

It had helped with the pur-

chasing of such surplus foods as citrus fruits.

Because of the religious convictions of their particular faith, comparatively little meat has been consumed by
the family members.

Now, however, they are beginning to

eat pork, beef, and chicken, which are all home produced.

Venison is canned during the deer hunting season.
The homemaker stated that the family had developed
an adequate garden plot for their needs,

including enough

of certain vegetables for preservation and storage with

the exception of peas and potatoes.

had been purchased.

A case of canned peas

Green beans, beets, beet tops, corn,

tomatoes, and sauerkraut are canned at home.

Carrots,

parsnips, and turnips are stored in the ground for future
use.

Cornmeal was to be ground at home for the winter's

supply.

A number of apple tree8 are growing on the farm

and berries are abundant.

Peaches, pears, and prunes are

purchased for canning.
There are k9 chickens on the place and they produce
some 20 eggs daily.

The family uses what it wants and

sells the remainder.
The only outstanding eating problem in the family is

that the father dislikes most vegetables with the exception
of beans and tomatoes, both of which he eats in large

amounts.

Bread is made at home with both white enriched and
graham flours.

The butter is exchanged at butter fat prices.

I

Weekly Food Consumption for

II Compared With Standard

When the weights of food consumed for the week by this
family were compared with the standard, it was found that

many of the most important food groups were somewhat below
the requirement suggested for good nutrition by the standard.

However, in Figure 2 it can be seen that the classifi-

cation of tomatoes and citrus fruit and "other vegetables

and fruittT were three times the standard.

The "other vege-

tables and fruit" group consisted mainly of honeydew melons,

which were eaten in large quantities during the week.
it

would appear

Thus

that these food groups were eaten to the

exclusion of others.
The food elements vitamin C and iron, found in fair

amounts in potatoes, which were lacking in the diet of

Family

II,

could

foods eaten.

be supplied by the abundance of other

Tomatoes and citrus fruits would furnish

vitamin C, while the excess of flours and cereals, dried
beans, peas and nuts supplied Iron.

The large amounts of

tomatoes would probably furnish adequate vitamin A to sup-

plement that usually found in the recommended amounts of
leafy, green, or yellow vegetables.

According to the standard, Family II should consume
27 eggs a week, but they used only 15.

From the 20 eggs

collected daily they should have had plenty to furnish

this recommended number.

Evidently they

sel].

too many.

Eggs are important for the food elements protein, phosphorus, iron, vitamin A, thiamin and riboflavin.

Vitamin

A is probably supplemented by the tomatoes, but the other
elements are not supplied by those food groups which vere

eaten in great quantity.
Meat, which is also needed for the aforementioned

nutrients, is below 50 per cent of that recommended by the

standard as shown in FIgure

2.

The meats eaten were sau-

sage and hamburger, which in themselves are not rich

sources of these needed nutrients.

Because of the lack of

eggs and meat, lt appears that this diet is low in protein,

phosphorus, thiamin and riboflavin.

Milk is also below the standard and Is a food rich
in protein, phosphorus, vitamin A, thlemln, and riboflavin
as well as very rich in calcium.

The tomatoes and onions,

ususily low sources cf calcium, would furnish some because
of the quantity eaten by the family.

Fats and

oHs

and sugars are eaten in quantities more

th.n recommended by the standard.

Less of these food

groups could profitably be eaten as they provide little

more than calories.

Of cours, the exception to this is

butter, which furnishes vitamin A.

Therefore, this diet for Family II during the week

studied vas low in proteins, phosphorus, thiemin, end

k9

the smell amounts of meat, eggs

riboflavin, because

of'

and milk consumed.

There is probably sufficient iron and

vitamins

A

and C.

Since the milk supply vas low, the

quantity of calcium consumed was possibly inadequate.

____

_____

_____

___

The meals in which these food groups were used are

represented by this daily menu.
Breakfast:
Applesauce

Oatmeal

Cortiuis.kes

Whole Wheat Bread

Jelly

Milk

Postum

Coffee

Lunch (for. three):

Tomatoes Linie. Beans
Whole Wheat Bread Buns
Rice Pudding
Milk

Lunches Packed

(for three):

Peanut Butter Sandwiches

Cheese Sandwiches
Tomatoes

Dinner:
Lima Beans

White Rice

Whole Wheat Bread

Butter Jelly
Apple sauce
Milk

uninteresting in color.
variety in flavor or texture. The

The dinner especially is

Neither is there

much
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meal8 repeat the same type of foodstuffs and consist mostly
of starchy foode.

A typical meal consists of white rice,

baked potatoes, gravy, lemonade, spplesauce, maple buns.
It is Interesting to note that rice, both white and brown,

vas used during every dinner recorded.
Never is a variety of vegetables evident, although

tomatoes are used in lerge quantities, as are lima beans.
Both sliced tomatoes and stewed tomatoes are served at
one meal 'with little else to provide "staying quality."

Bread and butter and applesauce were the other foods given
at this meal.

Milk appears to be available st most of the meals.
This brings out the point that perhaps some of the family

members did not care to drink milk, as the weekly consumption of the family was below standard.
The lunches packed for the children provide a semeness of sandwiches throughout the week.

were added at times for variety.

Hardcooked eggs

Two of the children in

the elementary school receive a hot drink at school.

Family II has begun to eat more meat since this
study, according to the Farm Security Home Supervisor.

This would help the menus materially as to variety and

nutritive value.
Simple rules for menu planning are needed to help
Mrs. B.

plan her meals interestingly with attention to
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variety of color, flavor, texture, foodstuffs, and ways of
cooking.

The possibilities of using seasonal foods

as tomatoes in many different

this homemaker.

V&8

such

would be helpful to

Information es to the different types of

vegetables which could be grown on the farm and used by
the family would, also, be valueble.

This would give

variety of color and flavor to the diet.

More extensive

use of the available eggs and milk supplies would be bene-

ficial to this family.
CASE STUDY OF FAMILY III
In the fall of 1939, Mr.

and Mrs. C, kT and k2 years

of age, respectively, with their family of a daugher, lo,

and twins, a boy and girl, aged seven, moved from Missouri
to this five acre farm in Josephine County.

They obtained

Farm Security aid for improvement and stocking of the
general farm as well as a money grant given by the Farm

Security Administration to those worthy familles In need
of financial assistance.

Also, because of their limited

income, they vere receiving the blue and orange food

stamps for the purchasing of surplus commodities.
Mrs.

C.

Is constantly worrying about the adequacy of

her meals for the family.

She believes the use of the

stampe helps her prepare better meals.

She Is conscious
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of her limitations in money income but strives to do her

best with that available.
Mr. C.

i

notvery well.

forced to give up quite
cause of lt.

a

H18 heart is weak and he is

few days of work each month be-

He is attempting to work in the small luni-

bering mill near their community as well as take full

responsibility for the farming.

Consequently Mrs.

C.

must do numerous outside chores as well as be a homemaker.
She also works in her community with various groups attempt-

ing to initiate a hot school lunch program in the local

elementary school.

As it is, the children all carry

their lunches to school.
The farm house is old and unpainted and In need of

major repair.

The front room is used as the living room,

kitchen, dining room, and bedroom for the oldest daugher.
There is a good sized pantry set off from this room for
storage of food supplies.
The homemaker believed that all the vegetables needed

by the family are grown on the farm with the exception of
potatoes.

Beans are dried and at the time of the visit

of the writer it was estimated that 150 pounds vere avail-

able for winter use.

Beets, green beans, corn, cucumbers,

peas, pumpkin, and tomatoes ere grown and preserved.

There are some apple trees on the place but no

peaches, cherries, apricots, pears, plums or prunes.

How-
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ever,

all of the8e fruits are purchased and preserved by

canning.
canned.
Mrs.

Blackberries, youngberrles

and rhubarb

ere also

About 50 pounds of pork sre smoked.
C.

kept the records for this study quite corn-

pletely during the assigned week In October.

She seid

that 8he was Interested in learning the amount of food

her family had actually consumed for a week.
Week

Food Consumption for FamI
Compared with Standard

III

In comparing these records with the standard, lt was

found that potatoes; dried beans, peas, or nuts;

leafy,

green, or yellow vegetables; and eggs were all below that

recommended.
The food grouping of "other vegetables

and fruits"

were far above the standard as 26 pounds of honeydew

melons were consumed by the family members during that
week alone.

Mrs.

C.

stated during the last visit of the

writer that her family liked to eat these melons between

meals as well as during a meal.

They vere

in season and

grown in quantity on the farm.

Tomatoes furnished two and one half times the standard

required in the food group,

tomatoes and

citrus fruits.

These are especially rich In vitamine A and

supply of

tomatoes

C.

This over-

and melons would probably off-set

the
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undersupply of leafy, green, and yellow vegetables in these
two nutrients.
The iron and vitamin C not supplied by adequate

potato consumption could be furnished by meat to some
degree for the former and by tomatoes for vitamin

C.

The meat consumed during the week was mostly chicken.

In fact 16 1/2 pounds were eaten.

The standard recommended

nine pounds for this particular family.

Probably they were

getting rid of some of their chickens before winter feeding

problems set in.
The egg consumption was almost one third below the

100 per cent standard.

The food elements protein, phos-

phorus, iron, vitamin A, thlamth and riboflavin, which

adequate egg supplies furnish would be obtained from the

oversupply of meat, which ves 183 per cent of the standard,
and milk which was 116 per cent of the standard.

This is

shown in Figure 3.
The fact that the dried food consumption was low is

not a serious deficiency because during the fall season

there are many fresh foods.

It

seems that this family

made good use of their availability.
The amount of flour used was just at the standard.

The white and graham flours used were both enriched.

major portion of the cereals eaten was whole grin.

The
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The sugar and fat and oil consumption were above that

recommended by the standard for this particular family.
These do not furnish any food value except calories.

Thus

the family members to eat an oversupply

it does not benefit

of these foods.
It would then appear that Family III was in all re-

spects adequately fed, nutritionally speaking, with the

possible exception of iron because of the lack of suff 1cient dried foods, potatoes, and eggs.

22!

the Week's Meals Eaten

Fami

A typical day's menu for this family includes:
Breakfast:
Post Toesties Cream
Eggs
Bacon
Biscuits
Strawberry Jam
Coffee Milk
Lunch:

Chicken dressing
Biscuits Butter Jam
Cake
Coffee

Lunches Packed (for three):
Peanut Butter
Soda Crackers
Cake Oatmeal Cookies
Dinner:
Bac on
Fried Potatoes
Sliced Tomatoes
Bread Butter Jam
Honeydew Melons
Milk

III
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The menus of Family III are deficient in an adequate

8upply of vegetable8 a8 is illustrated by the above daily

Tomatoes and potatoes were the only vegetables used.

menu.

Since Family III recorded these meals during the fall when

fresh vegetables should be plenteous, it would seem other
vegetables could be used.

Likewise, other fruits were

excluded by the extensive use of honeydew melons during
the week.

There was not much variety in the serving of

these seasonal foods, as they were prepared in a similar

manner throughout the week.

Fried foods were often used by the family.

It was

not unusual to he.ve two fried foods, such as fried pota-

toes and chicken, both served during the seme meal.

This

means that two foods sre served together which are both
somewhat slower and harder to digest.
The school lunch, typified by the one given,

posed of starchy foods.

is com-

The addition of a fresh vegetable

or fruit would contribute variety as well as nutritive

value.
Mrs. C., as

e.

homemaker, needs to realize the ixnpor-

tance of a variety of foods as well as the variety of

methods of preparation of these foods when planning menus
for her family.

There is a garden plot on the farm which

could produce ample vegetables.

More care should be taken

in plenning and packing school lunches.

CASE STUDY OF FAMILY IV
Mr.

and Mrs.

D.

have lived

k5 ecre prosperous farm.

e

number of years on their

There ere seven children;

two

are away from home in the service of their country; one

boy is married.

This leaves four children at home:

three

daughters 15, 13, and ten; a son, nine years of age.

The

oldest daughter hes taken homemaking in school for two
yeers.
Mrs. D, k3 years old,
ous woman.

is an intelligent and industri-

She Is an active member of the Home Extension

Unit in her community.

She is interested in her children's

welfare end is desirous that they acquire as much as possible in the way of homemaking experience.
"My family eats almost anything

I

She said,

set before them.

I

have

been surprised at my oldest daughter's knowledge of ths

value of certain foods."
The writer did not interview Mr.

D.

,

t3

years old,

as he was hauling the winter's supply of wood.

He is in

good health and is now doing the general farming and dairyIng alone without the aid of his older Sons.
The family lives in an attractive

farm house.

The efterior and interior are both in good repair and the

lawn is landscaped effectively.
is roomy and neatly arranged.

The kitchen in the house

There is adequate storage
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space for preserved foods in the basement.

The income from

this farm is $5559.
Mrs. D.

said that their garden plot furnished most of

the vegetables they needed with the exception of a few

things such as celery.
f emily is

and plums.

Much of the fruit consumed by the

grown on the farm except peaches, apricots, pears,
There are adequate milk and egg supplies for

the family use.

Butter is not churned at home but ex-

changed at butterfat prices.

There are young nut trees

growing on the place and these will soon be bearing.

Practically all the meat used by the family Is home produced with the exception of fish.
In the home baking, little whole wheat flour is used.
"We do eat the whole grain cereals, though," Mrs.

The canning cupboard was well-stocked.

tables included:

D.

added.

Canned vege-

green beans, beets, corn, spinach, peas,

cucumber pickles, end tomatces--all home produced.

Some

of these have been preserved in tin cans at the community

cannery, which Is not now In existence.

The carrots are

stored in the ground and the home grown potatoes are
sacked and stored away.

Canned apples, apricots,

black-,

boysen-, and young-berries, strawberries, cherries,

peaches, pears, plums and grape juice were stored in the
cupboards.

Numerous jars of jams,

vere also on the shelves.

jellies, and butters

Three chickens had been canned and a beef was ready
for butchering in the near future.

Thirty-five pounds of

venison had been cured and stored in the locker.
meat and sausage were canned.

Mince-

In spite of these supplies,

the Farm Security Home Supervisor's report on file in the

office states that the family is "slightly below average
in the amount of canned or other meat used."

Weekly Food Consumption for Family IV Compared with Standard
Figure

k

shows that from the records kept during the

week in October by Family IV, foods in the groupings of
"other vegetables and fruits," milk, and eggs were eaten
in the greatest quantities when compared with the standard

and were far above the standard.

However leafy, green, or

yellow vegetables and dried beans, peas, and nuts were very
low, while potatoes and meat were just below the standard.

The food groupings of tomatoes and citrus fruit,

flour and cereals,

sugars, and fats and oils were all

equal to or above the recommended standard.
The foods under the classification of "other vege-

tables and fruits" consisted of grapes and apples mainly.
These
fresh.

're

fairly good sources of vitamin

C

when eaten

They should help supplement the vitamin

C

which

would normally come from an adequate supply of potatoes.
The Iron found in potatoes could be furnished by the over-

s...-.

...

s.-.

supply of white enriched flour and whole grain cereals used
by the family.

An average of eight eggs a day was eaten by the six
family members.

These would supply an added amount of

the following nutrients:

min

A,

protein, phosphorus,

iron,

vita-

thiamin, and riboflavin and would replace the nutri-

eats which were lacking because of an insufficient amount
of dried foods and meat.

The eggs would tend to bring the

amount of vitamin A not supplied by leafy, green, or yellow

vegetables up to standard.

Vitamin A from the oversupply

of whole milk could also supplement the deficiency in

leafy, green,

or yellow vegetables.

This family could be considered as having a diet

which furnished adequate nutrients.

However, the food was

limited in variety because of such an oversupply of a few
foods and a limited supply of others.

Characteristics 2

the Week's Meals Eaten by Family IV

The manner in which these food groups were combined
into daily menus is illustrated by this day's dietary as

recorded by Mrs. D.:
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Breakfast:
Wheat Hearts Cream
Eggs
Bread
Butter
Milk

Lunch (for two):

Mashed Brown Potatoes
Green Beans Sliced Tomatoes
Peache s
Cookies
Lunches Packed (for four):
Peanut Butter Sandwiches
Sandwich Spread Sandwiches
Apples
Grapes
Cookies
Dinner:

Chicken
Dumplings Mixed Pickles
Mashed Potatoes Gravy
The breakfast mentioned above is adequate but would

have been excellent if a fruit had been added.

The lunch

appears satisfying in all respects with the possible

exception that the only food having satiety value is the
potato.

The dinner seems especially lacking in foods

providing a variety of color, and texture.

Another vege-

table and a simple dessert would help this meal materially.
The menus do not appear uninteresting.

Left-overs,

however, are used in the very same manner as originally.
There was not variety in the use of different vegetables.

6k
It would appear that this family is receiving fairly

interesting meals.

More simple desserte of fruit or milk

and eggs would be advisable to round out the menus.
CASE STUDY OF FAMILY V
Mr.

and Mrs. E., k5 and 39 years of age, have three

robust eons, 17, 16, and 1k years old, and one daughter,
1_i.

As a whole the health of the family is good; however,

has a handicap in that the sight of one eye has

Mrs. E

been completely lost.

A busy community worker, she is a

Home Extension Unit leader and is very active on the local
district school board as well as being a member of other
social organizations.

She was Interested in assisting

with this study in order to help her estimate how much
her family did eat.

tThey all are heavy eaters and we

seem to have plenty to fill them up," she commented.
Mrs. E.

only.

does the family baking with white enriched flour

Her goal for the coming year was to "increase the

canning of vegetables," as stated on the Farm Security
Home Supervisor's records.
Mr.

E. with the

help of his eons does the general

farming and dairying on their 58 acre farm; 29 acres of

which are under cultivation.
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The farm home is attractive from the outside but

neglected within.

The furniture is limited and storage

space is either scarce or things are not put away.

The

Income from the farm included $8ko for the past year.
Mrs. E.

stated that all the vegetables they used and

preserved were grown on the farm.
adequate egg and milk supplies.
butterfat prices.

They believed they had
Butter is exchanged at

All the meat consumed by the family is

home produced and stored away in the refrigeration locker.

Practically all the fruit is also home grown with the

exception of such fruits as apricots, pears, and peaches.
Foods are preserved by canning, drying, pickling,
storage in coolers, and storage in the ground (carrots and
turnips).
lima.

Most of the family members dislike green beans,

beans, peas, and asparagus.

Beets, corn, spinach, pumpkins,

Beans are dried, however.
squash, tomatoes, cucumbers,

sauerkraut, and onions are preserved.

Canned apples,

apricots, youngberries, cherries, peaches, pears, plums,
prunes, and rhubarb are placed on the canning shelves.

Many jars of jams, jellies, butters, end preserves are also
included.

They had just butchered three hogs and put some 500
pounds of pork in storage.
desire them.

Chickens are eaten as they

Venison had been canned during the deer-

hunting season.

..u.iIuII
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Weekly Food Consumption for Family V Compared with Standard

From the records kept by Family V during the week
studied in January, it was found that in most respects
they compared quite favorably with the standard.

Almost

three times as many eggs and dried beans, peas, or nuts
vere eaten as should be eaten according to the standard
set up for the family.

During the la8t visit made by the

writer, the family was re-sacking many pounds of dried

beans to be sent into Grants Pass for marketing.

No doubt,

the abundance of dried beans accounts for their using three

times as much as is needed in a week.

Figure

5

shows that milk; tomatoes and citrus fruit,

leafy, green or yellow vegetables, and the classification
of "other vegetables and fruits" were all consumed in

amounts above the minimum recommended by the low cost

market list.
The fact that sugars and fats and oils were below

standard does not have particular significance since it
does not indicate the lack of any food element.

These

foods are necessary for energy but undoubtedly the other

foods consumed would furnish sufficient calorle8.
of the fat which was consumed v.s butter.

Most

This would be

valuable for vitamin A.
The proteins, phosphorus,

thiamin, and riboflavin

which should be furnished by meat would be satisfied by

the overabundance of eggs and dried beans consumed.

These

foods would probably also supply sufficient quantities of
the aforoentioned food elements to fill in the

sumption of flours and cereals.
baking was enriched.

cw con-

The white flour used for

The consumption of other flours and

cereals did not include many whole grains.

Only one-third of the potatoes which should be consumed by

a

family of this size end composition were used.

The surplus of vitamin C-rich tomatoes and citrus fruits

would supplement this element, in which potatoes are

usually such a good source.

There would, no doubt, be

sufficient iron in the dried beans, eggs, and leafy,
green, or yellow vegetables to fulfill this need.

Calcium is adequately supplied by the abundance of
milk.

Vitamin A is also cared for by whole milk, tomatoes

and citrus fruits, leafy green and yellow vegetables, and
egg yolks.
Thus the diet of Family V appears adequate from the

standpoint of providing necessary nutrients for its needs
during this particular week.

This Is true even with no

record of four lunches eaton by the two adult members of
the family away from home.

____ ___

of Week'8 Meals Eaten

Family V

A typical daily menu selected froni those recorded
by Mrs. E.

is as follows:

Breakfast:
Cereal Cream
Eggs Bread
Milk

Lunch (the two adult members were awa
from home so none was recorded

Lunches Packed (for four):
Peanut Butter Sandwiches
Meat Sandwiches
Nut Bread
Cake
Oranges

Dinner:
Potatoes
Cabbage Green Beans
Tomatoe s
Lettuce and Egg Saled
Milk

During all the week, the lack of simple desserts of
fruits or other foods was noticeable.
besides citrus fruits vas used.

Not much fruit

The menus were noticeably

lacking in meat of any kinds besides that used for sandviches and a smell amount used for stew.
Combinations of foods not particularly interesting

vere used.

An example of such a meal Is turnips, macaroni

and cheese, squash, cabbage salad, and milk.
not present a pleasing color picture.

This does

There vas more than
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one strong flavored vegeteble.

There was not much contrast

of texture or of foodstuffs.

Thus simple suggestions as to how to serve interesting combinations of foods available would be advisable for

this homemaker.

Variety in color, texture, flavors,

f ood-

stuffs, ways of cooking, and temperature in meals should
be stressed.

CASE STUDY OF FAMILY VI
Since

they have been living on the 75 acre farm for

six months, Mr. and Mrs. F.

believe their family's eating

habits have changed materially.

They came from Missouri

in the fall of 1939 and have moved three different times

since being in Josephine county.
this farm for five years.

Now they have leased

It borders the Rogue River.

They are expecting to benefit by the garden plot and fruit
trees, although much of the land is still in timber.
F.

said,

Mrs.

"We have not lived before where we could have 80

many fruits and vegetables and milk and eggs.

It Is a new

experience for us end we do enjoy it."
Mrs. F.

is kk years of age and overweight.

in Grants Peas in

She works

venous homes certain deys of the week.

There are three children, who are all living at home.

The

oldest son Is 21 years of age and since having had sleeping sickness seven years ago has been in poor health and

'rl

able to do only one-third of

arì

average man's work.

He

helps his father somewhat with the general farming and

dairying done on the 29 acres under cultivation.
wise, Mr. F., kk,

Other-

Is doing the work alone as well as

earning money by plumbing and chimney cleaning on the side.
There is another son 12 years old and

a

daughter 16.

daughter has had three years of homemaking.

The

She has been

interested in this work and as her mother stated, "Betty
enjoys working around the house and especially helping

with the preparation of the family meals."
The old brown shaked farm house Is very comfortable
inside.

The kitchen Is long and narrow but seemingly

meets the family needs.
Mrs. F.

The income of the family is $988.

bakes the bread at home with the occasional

use of graham flour and intends to churn the butter.

The

garden at the time of the visit in February had not yet
been planted but an extensive supply of vegetables was
planned so they would not have to purchase their supply
for canning as they had in the past.

There are on thi8

farm apple, peach, pear, prune and walnut trees.

This

year they have rabbits and chickens as home produced meat
but next year they plan to put in storage beef and pork,

also.

Green beans, beets, corn, peas, and cucumbers were
stored in the canning cupboard.

Apples, blackberries,
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strawberries, cherries, peaches, and plums have also been
preserved.

_______

_____ Y!

Week__________

The menus and inrket orders 'were carefully and accu-

rately recorded by Mrs.

F.

and when the tabulations of

these records were compared with the standard, only milk
and dried beans, peas and nuts consumption were below that

recommended.

Figure 6 shows that only one half of the

milk needed was used and no dried foods were included In
the diet.

The family probably preferred to eat from

their preserved vegetable supply rather than use dried
foods.

This Is not a serious lack as the amounts of iron,

protein, and thiamin would be supplied by the meat, eggs,

white enriched flour and whole grain cereals consumed,

which were somewhat above the standard.
The milk consumption for this particular week was
low, possibly because some of the cows were dry during

the winter months.

Calcium would be the serious loss

because of lack of sufficient milk.

This def1cIenc

is

difficult to supplement in great quantities by any other

particular food group.

Eggs, oranges, and leafy green or

yellow vegetables could help supply some of the deficiency
of calcium but probably not enough to insure an adequate

amount.

7k

Therefore, it appears that this family's diet for
the week Is adequate in all respects with the exception
of calcium.

There is one growing boy and one adolescent

girl who particularly need adequate supplies of this food

element.
Sugar was consumed In
this family.

ari

overly large quantity by

It would seem that an abundance of calorie

foods were eaten and were not needed.

Characteristics of the

Meals Eaten b1 Fam

VI

A daily menu typical of this family's consumption

would include:
Breakfast:
Tomato Juice
Oatmeal Cream
Pancake s

Lunch (for three):
Scrambled Eggs
Potato Cakes
Bread
Jam
Cake
Lunches Packed (for two):
Meat Sandwiches
Apples
Oranges
Cookies
Dinner:

Scrambled Eggs
Macaroni and Tomato Casserole
Corn Bread
Jam
Cake
Milk
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On the whole, these meals are good and do provide

satiety value.

However, more vegetables should be used

to provide variety in color and texture in the meals.

The lunch is mede up of foods similar in texture,

all soft or fluid.

i.e.,

A cri8p salad would help break the

monotony.

Upon investigation of the other meals recorded, it
is found that more than one

strong flavored vegetable,

such as seuerkraut and onion, was used at one meal.

It

was also discovered that some of the meals needed more

color contrast.

Mrs. F., therefore, could benefit by

information on simple and easy ways to provide variety
in meals.

CASE STUDY OF FAMILY VII
The 20 acre hillside farm all under cultivation was

the possession of Mr. and Mrs.

G.

and their two eons, aged

12 and 1k, and it was the source of a

However, Mrs.
level ground

mobile.

G.
arid

112

gross income.

said that they would like to move to more
live in a place more eccessible by auto-

They moved to this piece two years ago from a

drought-stricken area in Kansas.

The farm house was smell

and set back on the hill about one-hclf mile from the main
graveled road.

The livIng room and kitchen were combined
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in one room but the few pieces of furniture were neatly

arranged.

There was a storehouse under separate roof for

the preserved food.
The family was quarantined for scarlet fever at the

first visit.

The writer returned a month later and the

weekly record was undertaken by the homemaker, but during
the last visit the family was quarantined for measles.

Therefore, Mrs. G. finished the re-weighing of the food

and handed the results to the writer.
erative and kept detailed records.

She was very coop-

Mrs. G,

34,

is an

attractive woman and is interested in preparing nutri-

tionally adequete meals for her family of growing boys.
Mr..

G.,

Llk,

is a busy farmer working his own 20 acre

farm and one-half of another 30 acres of which he Is
co-owner.

All the vegetables needed are grown on the farm as
well as raspberries and strawberries.

Mrs. G.

believed

the family had adequate egg, milk and meat supplies from

the farm.

She bakes her own bread of white enriched flour

and has churned the butter used by the family.
Green beans, beets, corn, peas, tomatoes, sauerkraut,

and cucumber pickles were preserved for the winter's use.
Carrots were stored in the ground.

Apricots, blackberries,

strawberries, cherries, peaches, pears, and plums were also
canned.

Prunes were dried.

Jellies, jams, butters and

preserves were seen on the shelves.

SUR--p..
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Beef and pork were stored; fish and meat for soups

had been canned.
Weekly Food Consumption for Faintly VII
Compared with Standard
The fact that someone was ill in the household during

part of the week studied had its effect upon the food consumption of Family VII, whose records were kept during
February.

When compared with the standard, their consump-

tion was found to be low In milk, potatoes, dried beans,

tomatoes and citrus fruit, leafy, green, or yellow vegetables, and meat, as shown in Figure 7.
The classification of "other vegetables and fruits"

included vegetables such as beet pickles and sauerkraut
and such fruits as canned cherries, blackberries,
prunes and pears.

plums,

None of these furnish much in the way

of needed food elements to supplement the limited supply

of nutrients, with the exception of prunes, which furnish

some iron and vitamin A.
The oversupply of eggs and meat would probably furn-

Ish enough added protein, phosphorus,

iron, thiamin and

riboflavin to supplement the low quantity of flour and
cereals consumed and perhaps enough to spare for the in-

sufficient supply of dried foods.
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However, the rich or good sources of vitamin C,
potatoes, tomatoes, citrus fruit, leafy, green and yellow
vegetables if uncooked, vere all below standard.

As the

other fruits and vegetables used were canned, most of the

vitamin C was forfeited.

With the exception of quantities

supplied by egg yolks, the same is true for vitamin

A.

Calcium was low as compared with the amcunt each
family member should receive.

The other foods which might

contribute a small amount of calcium to the diet vere also
below standsrd, with the exception of eggs which furnish,
however, a very minute quantity of calcium.
The sugar consumption vas twice as much as recommended
by the standard.

There was no necessity for the oversupply

of sugar as it contains only caloric value, and probably

replaces other foods which have much more nutritive value.
Fats and oils were consumed in amounts very near that

recommended by the standard.
On the whole, Family VII, according to the recorded

menus, were not receiving adequate supplies of calcium

and vitamins A and

C

because of the low milk, vegetable,

and tomato and citrus fruit consumption.

Characteristics of Week's Meals Eaten by Family VII
The food groups are distributed throughout the week
in such menus as this typical daily dietary:

Breakfast:

Cream of Wheat
Sausage
Cornbread
Butter, Honey, Syrup
Coffee
Lunch (for three):
Fried Eggs
Leftover Potatoes Dried Beans
Bread
Butter
Blackberrie s
Coffee
Lunches Packed (for one):

Egg Sandwiches
Cake
Dinner:

Pork Steak
Potatoes
Creamed Peas
Bread Butter Honey
P lurns

Coffee

Any food providing much vitamin
lacking.

C

is noticeably

A citrus fruit or tomato juice for breakfast

would solve this problem.
A variety of vegetables was needed for the week's

dietary.

There was not much use of milk as the habitual

thrice daily use of coffee takes its place.

riyi

The packed lunch was much too starchy and should

include some juicy food in the way of fruit or a

beverage

for edded flavor, for relieving the dryness of the mesi,
and for variety of texture.

Suggestive variety of menus would be helpful for
Mrs. G.

as the daily meals recorded were very similar in

composition.
The use of more milk and vegetables should be en-

couraged as veli as fruit and beverages for the school
lunch.

CASE STUDY OF FAMILY VIII
Mr. arid Mrs.

the Rogue River.

H.

live on a 123 acre farm which borders

Ninety-six of those acres are cultivated.

The soil is not too good but with general farming and

outside work, Mr. H. was able to earn $1075 for the past
year.

Their home is very old.

Some of the windows were

sealed by cardboard as the panes had been broken.
Farm Security Administration has screened the used

The
windows

and doors to keep the flies from inside the home as much
as possible.

The farm

had

been vacated many years until

this family moved on it about two years ago and they have

not had the money to fix it up.

Supervisor's report read:
ing Is at a minimum.

The Farm Security Home

"This family's standard of liv-

They are living as pioneers lived.

Dentel work and glasses are needed."

u--..-.

There are four children:
school,

Is 17 years old;

a daughter,

a son,

senior in high

15 Is a freshman In high

school; and two younger daughters are 1k and eight years
old.

The oldest daughter works for her school lunch at

the high school store; the others carry lunches from home.

Most of the fruit and vegetables used by the family
are grown on the farm.

Mrs. H.

milk and egg supplies.

She bakes the family's bread, using

belIeves they have adequate

white enriched flour altogether.

The butter is also

churned at home.
Green beans, beets, tomatoes, and cucumber pickles
vere preserved in the fall and by the time the visit was

made In February the supplies were quite low.
peaches, plums, prunes were also canned.

Blackberries,

Chicken was the

only source of home produced meat.

Weekly Food Consumption for Family VIII
Compared with Standard
Mrs. H.

said that she was glad to know how much her

growing family really ate.

She kept the records quite corn-

pletely and from them it was found that Family VIII consumed below the standard in such foods as milk, potatoes,
meat, tomatoes, leafy, green and yellow vegetables, and

flour and cereals.
8.

This is graphically pictured in Figure

The dried beans, peas, and nuts consumed were almost

twice that needed when compared with the amount recoin-

mended by the standard.

Since the study was made in the

winter time when fresh supplies of fruits and vegetables
on the farm are at a minimum, the amount eaten probably

was not too much.

The extra supplies of protein, phos-

phorus, iron, thiamin and riboflavin furnished by this

plenteous amount of dried foods could mike up for that
lost by limited supplies of meat.

Since eggs were also eaten in quantities above the
standard, they could help substitute the needed afore-

mentioned food elements for both the meat and flour and
cereal food groups which were below the standard.
The

other vegetables and fruits" consumed equaled

more than twice that of the standard.

These included

turnips, plums, and prunes eaten in large quantities.
Turnips and plums are low in vitamin A; they have a small

amount of vitamin C available c.fter cooking, and have a
smell supply of iron.

iron and vitamin A.

The prunes eaten would supply some

However, the foods in this group

could not supplement many

of the food

elements lacking by

virtue of the generally low consumption of potatoes,

tomatoes

and citrus fruits, and leafy, green, or yellow

vegetables.

This leaves a deficiency

vitamins A and

C

in the diet.

in the

amounts of

ru:

The milk supply used by the family was very low.

It

vas especis.11y low when the growing family needs are considered.

Milk

Thus the f emily was deficient in calcium.

is also valuable for protein,

phosphorus, vitamin A,

thiamin, and riboflavin, which were not all furnished in

adequate quantities by the other foods to fully supplement
this lack.

Consequently, the entire week's supply of food for
Fenilly VIII was low in the essential food elements:

calcium, vitamins A and

C.

The supply of protein, phos-

phorus, thiamin and riboflavin was probably below that

necessary for an adequate diet.

2L!2!
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A representative daily menu in which the above food

groups were included is as follows:
Breakfast:

Buckwheat Cakes
Syrup
Butter
Coffee
Lunch (for three):

Bacon
Eggs
Leftover Potatoes
Bread
Butter
Prunes

Lunches Packed (for two):
Meat Sandwiches
Prune Cake
Orange s
Dinner:

Rice
Potatoes
Bread
Butter Jelly
Prunes
The dinner is composed almost entirely of starch with
the exception of the prunes.

main pert of the meal.
on thrcughout the week.

There is no color in the

This drabness of color is carried
No highly colored foods vere used.

This same dinner is lacking In any contrast In flavor or
texture.
This particular day's meals did not include any of
the large quantities of both cabbage and turnips usually
eaten.

It does show, however, that,

when these vegetables

were not used, no others took their place.
Rice and dried beans were used in large quantities.

Meat W88 limited to the use of bacon.

However, in the

food groupings, bacon Is classified as a fat.
The children carrying their school lunches consumed

all the oranges.

Buckwheat cakes and syrup vere a part of every breakfast during the week.
this meal.

There vas no fruit eaten during
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These meals,

therefore, are in need of a variety of

vegetables as well es other foods.

The same food needs

to be cooked somewhat differently to make lt appear more

interesting at the next meal.

A fruit used for breakfast

would help the appearance of the menu as well as provide
some vitamin A and C which are now low.

Mrs. H.

should

be encouraged in acquiring variety in meals through more

extensive use of vegetables, fruits, and milk, especially.
CASE STUDY OF FAMILY IX
Since their oldest boy, 23 is in the army, Mr. and
Mrs. I. have just one child at home, a daughter, 16.

This daughter has had two years of homemaking end has been

working for her lunches at the high school store.
will be

a.

Mrs.

She

senior next yee.r.
I.

Is k4 years old and works

share of the daylight hours.
does other chores.

Mrs.

I.

out8lde a good

She raises chickens and
is a

shy woman, hesitant to

talk at first, but once convinced that one is interested
in her,
I

she responds more readily.

are here alone," she coimnented,

cooking too much.

"When my husband and
"we just eat without

Our daughter is home so seldom, it

seems."
Mr. I., kO, does the general farming and dairying

on the nine and one-half acres.

The writer did not talk

r.r.i

with him as he was busy with the farm work during both
visits.

The visits were made during March.

The home Is pertly painted and of good size for the

small family.

Parts of the inside were left unfinished

and will be finished when weather does not permit outThe kitchen Is large and serves as the dining

side work.

room

for

the family.

Mrs.

I.

keeps her preserved food

supplies in an unfinished room.
The vegetables used by the

family

are

grown on

the

Most of the fruit Is purchased, however, with the

farm.

exception of such things as berries and peaches.

Mrs. I.

believes they have plenty of milk and eggs and that the
walnut trees give them an adequate supply of nuts.

Beef,

chicken and pork are preserved each year from the farm.
Mrs.

I.

bakes her own bread with white enriched flour.

"Somehow, we don't care for the whole wheat bread," she

commented.

Green beans, carrots, peas, pumpkin, squash, tomatoes have been canned in the fall from the supplies on the

farm.

Potatoes and beets are left in the ground.
Apples, apricots, boysenberries, berry juice, cherries,

peaches, pears, and prunes are preserved.
Mrs.

I.

did the final re-weighing and finishing of the

records as she was called away by sickness before the time
of the second visit.

Her daughter brought the f irial rec-

ords to the writer at school.
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Weekly Food Consumption for Family IX Compared with Standard
The records of Family IX showed that it was below the

standard in consumption of such foods as milk, potatoes,
dried beans, peas and nuts; leafy, green, or yellow vegetables; flour and cereals; and sugar.

However, according

to Figure 9, the only foods seriously low in percentage

were the potatoes, and flours and cereals.
The value received from potatoes in vitamin

C

cculd

be more than supplemented by the abundance of citrus fruits,

200 per cent consumed during the week.

The iron found in

potatoes could be supplied by the meat, which according to
Figure 9 is one and one-third of the standard, or by the
eggs, which are twice that of the standard.

Thus the lack

of the major food elements furnished by potatoes was filled

by the consumption of more of the other foods rich in these

elements.
The need for whole grain or enriched flour for the

week was not satisfied.

However, the abundance of eggs

and meat, also rich in protein, phosphorus,
and riboflavin,
degree.

iron, thiamin,

would counteract this deficiency to

sorne

Since the recommended supply of dried foods,

which furnish similar nutrients, was not consumed, the
family might be a little low in these elements.
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Sufficient vitamin A would be supplied by the eggs to
meet the need left by not quite enough leafy, green, or
yellow vegetables.

Milk is within 7 per cent of the total recommended as
8hOWfl on Figure 9.

This makes

s.

supply of calcium needed

to replace the slight deficiency of milk.

Since leafy,

green and yellow vegetables were also below the standard
and the food group, "other vegetables

arid

fruits," con-

sumed consisted of parsnips, applesauce and other canned
fruits, this needed supply of calcium Is probably not

corn-

pletely supplemented.
Sugar at 95 per cent was not

a.

serious feature.

fat and oils were consumed in amounts exactly a

The

that

recommended by the standard.
As the daughter ate her lunches at school, the entire

picture of food consumption by all family members during
the week was not portrayed.

However, by the figure pre-

sented, Family IX would be slightly low In the amounts of
calcium, proteIn, phosphorus, iron, thiamin and riboflavin
consumed.

It is understood that these deficiencies are

not of a serious nature.
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Characteristics

the Week's Meals Eaten

o

From the weekly records kept by Mrs.

I.

Family IX
this daily

dietary seemed representaL1ve:
Breakfast:

Grapefruit
Cereal
Bacon
Eggs
Lunch:

Tomato Soup Crakers
Lettuce Salad
Applesauce
Dinner:
Roast Chicken Bread Dressing
Creamed Carrots Parsnips
Bread
Applesauce
Milk

Few potatoes and breads and cereals were used during
the week by Family IX.

lunch.

The menus included soup for every

The type was varied from day to day, however.

As a whole the menus appear quite adequate and u8ually interesting in variety.

The use of salads for the

evening meal would add more vegetables, especially if
they were from the leafy, green, or yellow group.
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CASE STUDY OF FAMILY X
Perhaps the most interesting home the writer visited
was the home of Mr. and Mrs. J.

They had moved to this

63 acre ranch but thiee months before the visit and vere

very enthusiastic over the possibilities it held.

The

land is fertile and bordering the Applegate River.
of the acreage is still wooded,

Some

but a 39 acre strip from

the house to the river is under cultivation.

The house is

large and roomy but old and had not been lived in for some
time.

With repairs it could be fixed very effectively.

Mrs. J. has many dreams about the inside of the house.

She intends to be able to do something about the furniture,

which is now very scarce and old, when and 1f she receives
royalty from the various songs she has composed.

These

songs have been sung at community functions in Grants Pass

and surrounding territory.

Now she has hopes that they

may be accepted by a prominent radio singer.
Mrs. J.

is ambitious for her family,

which consists

of a son, 21, who is now with the armed forces; two

daughters, 18 and 16, who both will be seniors in high
school next year; and a young son, seven.

The daughters

are outstanding and popular girls in the school.

Both

have had homemaking one year and now take over much of
the responsibility of the household duties.
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Mr.

and Mrs.

J.

are both kk years of age.

at his farming most of the time.

Mrs. J.

He works

is very active

as leader in the Home Extension Unit in her community.
is

She

vitally interested in nutrition and its effects upon

people.

She Is to carry on an experiment with vegetables

this summer under the direction of the county home demon-

stration agent.
this study.

She was glad to be able to cooperate with

Her records were kept in detail and proved

very reliable.

A note attached to the final report read:

"From Saturday on through the week we had two cases of the
flu.

Mr. J.

is recovering from a fall off a horse.

nearly broke his neck.

I

had a tooth pulled.

He

The food

consumed was far below average.tt
The family have expectations

that this new place will

provide them with all the vegetables, milk, egg, and meat

supplies they will need.

The garden was growing well at

the time of the visit in May.

There are cherry, pear,

and apple trees on the place.

They al8o are hoping to

have a honey supply from bees on the farm.
Mrs. J.

stated that they did not have any preserved

food left from the small supply canned last fall, but next
year will tell a different story.

family group is listed as $1696.

The income for the

.;

1.

Weekly Food Consumption of Family X Compared with Standard
The statement Mrs. J. gave that the food consumed was

far below average seemed to explain the poor shoving the

amount of food the family ate compared with the standard
as pictured in Figure 10.

In fact eight of the eleven

food groups were below the standard.
beans, peas, or nuts; potatoes;

dried

These included:

tomatoes and citru8 fruits;

leafy, green, or yellow vegetable8;

"other vegetables and

fruit;" fats and cils; flour and cereals; and meat.

This

is graphically brought out by Figure 10.

Milk consumption, 207 per cent, surpassed all the
other food groups when figured on the percentage basis.
Eggs were next according to Figure 10, with 15k per cent;

and sugar was just above the standard with 107 per cent.
The simply prepared and eaten foods such as milk and

eggs were consumed in great quantities.

The f oods which

were eaten during the week were of a good variety but
small amounts were eaten.
The abundance of whole milk and eggs would furnish
the necessary calcium required, and would help materially

with vitamin A, thiamin, riboflavin, protein, phosphorus
and Iron not furnished by adequate supplies of meat or
whole grains.
The amount of flour which was consumed was enriched

and the cereals were whole grain.

A large quantity of
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vitamin A was furnished by the amount of leafy vegetables

which were eaten as most of it was spinach.
The diet Is seriously deficient In vitamin C, however, since tomatoes and citrus fruits, potatoes, and
leafy, green, or yellow vegetables were not consumed in

adequate quantities.
Therefore, this diet recorded for the week is greatly

deficient In vitamin

C.

It is somewhat low in vitamin A

and probably In Iron, as leafy, green, yellow vegetables
are very low and other normally good sources are not

present In the diet.

Characteristics of the Week's Meals Eaten by Fami

X

A typical daily menu using these foods is as follows:

Breakfast:
Oats and Wheat
Rolls Jam
Pancakes
Syrup Sugar
Coffee
Milk

Lunch (for one):
Crackers Buns
Jello
Milk
Lunches Packed (for three):
Cheese, Bacon, Jam Sandwiches

Gingerbread
MI 1k

Jello

Dinner:
Beef Broth
Macaroni and Cheese
Spinach
Raw Carrots
Celery
Bread Crackers Butter
Jello With Whipped Cream
Milk
The lack of foods giving much vitamin C is noticed.

More vegetables and fruits are needed to complete the diet.

Fruit in the jello would help

sorne.

This is an unusual week for this family as so many

illnesses and accidents occurred.

Mrs. J.

realized this

fact.

For these illnesses more fruits and vegetables would
have been advisable, hoever.

Since they had so recently

moved to this farm, they had not as yet recel7ed any of the
benefits it will produce in these food groups.

It is under-

stood that the family lives a long distsnce from town and
it would be difficult to purchase these fresh supplies.

COMPARISON OF TEN RURAL FAMILIES' EATING HABITS
Each family's food consumption has been individually
compared with the standard, Market List A for Low Cost
Meals, In the ten case studies.

Figure 11 graphically

Illustrates the comparison of all the ten famIlies In each
food group with the standard.
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For clarity in summarizing Figure 11, the food groups
are divided under the headings of "Protective Foods" and
The protective foods sr

"Other Foods."

thce which most

farms can produce and are 7n08t vItal for health, including,
milk, eggs, fruit, vegetables, and meat.

Protective Foods
Milk:

The milk consumed ranged from twice that recoin-

mended to only one-half that recommended.

In spite of the

fact that this is a dairying community and every family
said they had all they needed, five of the ten families

did not use as much as was recommended by tha standard.

Doubtless because of home production

cly

Families II and III were below 100 per cent in consumption
of eggs, while four familles

or more of the

standrd.

used as much as 200 per cent

This Is pictured in Figure 11.

Family V reached 295 per cent.

The family using the

fewest eggs when compared with the standard vas Family II.
It reached only 55 per cent.

Leafy, Green, or Yellow Vegetables:

Only two families,

V and VI, were above the 100 per cent level in use of leafy,
green, or yellow vegetables.

cent end
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These two reached 101 per

per cent, respectively.

below the standard, four were below
was as low as 21 per cent.

Of the eight families
O per

cent.

Family X
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Only Family VI was above 100 per cent in

!otoes:

the use of potatoes, and Family IX ves as low as 13 per

Five of the ten families studied were below 50 per

cent.

cent of the standard.

For low cost diets potetoes furnish

a good source of seve al nutrients.

should be encouraged

citrus fruits.

Family II used three

by the standard of tomatoes and

In comparison, Family X used less then

Families

one fifth.

their use

n preference to white refined grains.

Tomatoes and Cit us Fruits:

tiirs that recommende

Oertainl

II and VIII vere also below the

standard as they obtained only one third and one half of
that recommended.

"Other Vegetables and Fruits":

In the use of "other

vegetables and fru1t8' Families II, III, IV, end IX

reached 300 per cent
as

:515

per cent.

r above.

Family II went as high

The only family below standard in this

food group obtained a limited k2 per cent; this was Family X.
Poultry, Flish:

Six families were below the

standard in consumption of meat, poultry, or fish.

Three

of these vere below 50 per cent; Family I was es low as

32 per cent.

0f the three above standard, Family III was

the highest with 183 per cent.

Other Foods
Dried Beans, Peas, Iuts:

As a rule,

there was not

much use of dried beans, peas, or nuts by the families.
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Three families consumed none of this group, but,

in con-

trast, Family V consumed 296 per cent of that recommended

by the standard.

Only two other families, however,

more than 100 per cent.

us1

It is recognized that dried foods

are not essential where fresh foods are accessIble.

Flour and Cereals:

Family

I

had the highest percent-

age of flour and cereal consumed; 141 per cent.

The lowest

percentage for this particular food group was 59 per cent
obtained by Family IX
Fats and Oils:

Families

I,

V,

and X were below the

standard in consumption of fats and oils but if they ob-

tained enough calories through greater consumption of the
protective loods this is not a serious lack.
Sugars, Sirups, Preserves:
serves wer

standard

exception of Families
standard:

Sugars, sirups, and pre-

r above by all the families with the
I,

V,

and IX, who vere not far below

71 per cent; 76 per cent; and 95 per cent,

respectively.
Summar1
After these figures are compared, it is clear that

potatoes and leafy, green, or yellow vegetables, especially,
are lacking in the diets.

These are both food groups which

would be easily grown on the farm and are vital to good
nutrition.
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It

surprising that not all the families were above

is

standard in consumption of eggs and milk as all of them

declared they had adequate supplies.
Meat consumption was also found to be low in the

majority of the families.

This brings out the fact that

more animals for butchering should be home produced and

preserved by cold storage, cured, smoked, or canned.
Comparison of the Seasonal Differences
in Food Consumed
the Families
Table

I

includes some general information concerning

the ten families studied.

Using this table, the familles

were compared according to the season of the study and
the income.
The differences in seasons of the year of the various

case studies were compared for effect upon the food consuinption.

As

seen in Table I, four families participated

in the food survey during the fall months,

October;

September and

four families during the wInter months, January

and February;

two families during

March and May, ccn8idered

as spring months.

Studies Made Dur

the

Fan

All the four families studied in the fall were found
to be low in leafy, greon,

or yellow vegetables and potatoes.

_

1O11

Table

I

INFORMATION CONCERNING THE FAMILIES
19k1-19k2

Month

No.

of

e

Children
Taking

of

Chu-

I

Sept.

O

O

II

Sept.

k

Family

Type

Siz3 of

Farm

Income

General
Da ir y

20

$i7

O

General

kk

2000

0

General

5

800

of

III

Oct.

IV

Oct.

k

I

General
Dairy

k5

5559

V

.an.

k

O

General
Dairy

58

8kO

VI

Feb.

3

1

General

75

968

VII

Feb.

2

0

General

20

1123

VIII

Feb.

k

O

General
Dairy

123

1075

IX

Mar.

i

i

erer&.l

9.5

863

63

1696

Da ir y
X

My

3

1

Generai
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All four were above their particular standard in the tairatoes and citrus fruit classification.

This is understand-

able in that tomatoes are in season during the fall.

Ali

four were high In "other vegetables and fruits" consumed,

which included such foods as melons, grapes and other
fruits or vegetables in season.

They were high in their

use of flour and cereals during the week.

Half of these

four familles were above the standard in consumption of
eggs and meat, poultry or fish.

Three were over 100 per

cent of the standard in the consumption of milk,

and fats and oils.

sugars,

Only Family V consumed above 100 per

cent of dried beans, peas, and nuts; two were below 50 per

cent and one consumed none of this food group.

___

1!:2:!

Winter

During the winter months, Familles V, VI, VII, and
VIII vere studied.

They all consumed at least the amount

of eggs, and "other vegetables and fruits" recommended for

each family.

Three of the four were high in their consump-

tion of suge.rs, and fats and oils.

Familles VI and VII

reached the standard or above in the consumption of mest,
poultry, or fish; Families V and VI were above the standard
in tomatoes or citrus fruits group; arid Families V end VI

were above In the use of leafy, green, or yellow vegetables.

Three of the four vere below 100 per cent standard In milk,

.4

potatoes, dried beans, peas, or nuts, and flour and cereals
co n

urne d.

__ __

1p_

E!!

In the spring Families IX end X reached the standard
in egg consumption.

Family IX was low in the consumption

of milk and the other was far above the

OO per cent level.

The reverse was true with tornatoes or cltru8 fruits; "other

vegetables and fruits"; meat, poultry, or fish.

Both were

very low in the amounts of potatoes eaten during the week
studied.

One family consumed a small amount of dried

beans, peas, or nuts, and one family consumed none.

The

amounts of sugar and fats or oils used by both were around
the loo per cent level.

It is realized that these two

families participating in the study during the spring
months are at a disadvantage when compared with the other
groups because of the smaller number and because Family X

had much illness during the week studied.

Summary
The four families participating during the fall season

were higher in percentage of tomatoes and citrus fruits,
milk, and flour and cereals consumed than the other six

families.
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The four families studied during the winter months ate

more eggs and meat, poultry, or fish correspondingly than
did the others.
sumed.

More dried beans, peas, and nuts were

con-

This would be understandable because during the

winter seasons fewer fresh fruits are available on the farm.

Both fall and winter families consumed many more of
the foods classIfied as "other vegetables and fruits" then

was recommended.
During the spring the two families participating ate
a high percentage of eggs but a very low percentage

of

potatoes.
Little difference was found in the other food groups

when familles were compared seasonally.

Comparison of the Food Consumed
By Families ! DIffer1
Inccme Levels
In consideration of the differences in food consump-

tion which might exist among the different income levels,
the ten families were classified in three groups:

four

were below a $1000 income; five were in the group between

$1000-$2000 incomes; and one vas above $5000.

2E

2!

(See Table I)

PP2

It was found that in the lowest inccme group sil the

four families, Families III, V, VI,

arid

IX,

were above the

I;

standard In amounts of tomatoes or citrus fruits, and
"other vegetables and

fru1t" consumed.

Family III wa

Fai1y

the lowest of the four In consumption of eggs, while

V was lowest In consumption of fats or oils.

Half of the

four re8ched the standard or above in amounts of leafy,
green, or yellow vegetables; milk; dried beans, peas, or
nuts; meat, poultry,
sugars.

or fish;

flour end cereals; and

Three were low in potato consumption.

esting to note

that.

of the ten families,

It

is

inter-

the only two,

Families V and VI, having a sufficiency of green, leafy,
or yellow vegetables fall in this income level, and that

one other family in the lower income group had 90 per cent
of Its needed.

No other family regardless of Income had

nore than 88 per cent sufficiency in this food group.

___

!222-.292

As compared with the above,

in no one particular kind

of food studied vere all five of the families

in the income

grcup between $1000 and $2000 sbcve standard.

Four of the

five familles were above standard in ccnsuniptcn of eggs

and "other vegetables and fruits".

Three were above and

two vere below the standard in sugars, fats

arid

oils,

while three were below the standard and two above in con-

sumption of milk, dried beans, peas, or nuts, flour and
cereals, and tomatoes or cItrus fruits.

Familles

I,

II,
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VIII, anc X were low and Family VII was high in consumption
cf meat, poultry,

arid

fish.

Of this group Families

I

and

II did not consume much meat as it was against their re-

All of the families were below standard

liglous beliefs.

in consumption of potatoes.

Income Above $2000
The one family, Family IV,

in the highest income

bracket reached the standard or above in the amount of
milk; tomatoes or citrus fruit; other fruits and vegetables;
eggs; flour and cereals; sugars; and fat8 or oils consumed.

They were just below the standard in consumption of pote.toes; meet, poultry or fish; but were very low according

to the market list A recommendation in consumption of
or yellow vegetables; and dried beans, peas,

leafy, green,

and nuts.

Summary
The outstanding difference found

tri

the comparison of

the three income levels was the comparatively high use of

leafy, green, or yellow vegetables by the lowest ±ncome
group.
the

Family

stnrard

group.

.A

i

I

was the only one out of the ten above

use of potatoes and vas, c,lso, in this

Mgher percontag

of neat, poultry, and fish

wc.

consumed by this group than by the other two income groups.

1-lo

More dried beans, peas, or nuts were used by the five

families in the middle income group.

Family IV with the highest income did not present a
representative comparison, but they were next to the
highest family in consumption of eggs, flours and cereals,
and milk.
The use of milk, eggs, flours and cereals, sugars,

fats and oils, and other fruits and vegetables Is similar
in all the income groupings.

Therefore,
ve.rious

in comparison of all the familles from

angles-individual, as a group, seasonal, and

income-It

is

still apparent that most of them were low

In the use of potatoes;

meat, poultry,

or fish.

their use of milk.

leafy, green,

or yellow vegetables;

Half of the familles were low in

It is understandable that dried beans,

peas or nut con8umption would be low because of the avalla-

bility of fresh foods on the farms.
The foods in which these families were low are rich

sources of practically all the nutrients.

inexpensive sources for vitamin

C

and iron.

Potatoes are
Leafy, green

or yellow vegetables are especially high in vitamin A and

contribute iron to the diet.

Meat, poultry or fish pro-

vide large quantities of protein,

Iron, thiainin and ribo-

11-1

flavin.

This means that if these are lacking in the diet,

more of the other foods must be consumed to supply these
nutrients.

Since these are the rich sources of these

food elements,

it is hard to be assured of an adequate

diet unless these foods

re used.

It is interesting to note that the two families with

the highest percentage of leafy, green or yellow vegetables

consumed were studied in the winter and were placed in the
lowest income group.

There was no appreciable difference

in eating habits between those familles with incomes under

$1000 as compared with those over $5000.
The data have been analyzed from five standpoints:

individual family case studies; comparison of the ten

perticipating famili3s as a group; comparison as to seasonal differences at the time of the study; and differences
in income levels.

However, it is recognized that any one

of these factors or that all

of'

them might contribute to

the eating practices of the family during the week studied.

Therefore, a one week?s food record has its limitations in
thet lt might not give a true picture of the average annual

food consumption by each family In all factors concerned.

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY
The present study was undertaken to secure data for

recommending

arid

developing suggestions for an educational

program in nutrition for Josephine County which would

directly meet the needs of the rural families.

Josephine

County was selected because the writer was employed as

homemeking teacher in the Grants Pass High School, located
in the county seat of Josephine County.

The study proposed to find adequate answers to certain

questions as they applied to the rural people of Josephine
County, and on the basis of such answers to formulate sug-

gestions for developing an educational program in nutrition
for the county.
The first question was,

"What are the quantities and

types of food consumed by the rural families selected for
study?"

To secure such iníormation, participants for the

study needed to be selected as a representative group

according to size of family, number of children of high
school age, differences in religious beliefs which might

influence eating habits, income, and interest in cooperatIng in such a study.
The study vas limited to Farm Security .Pdmlnistratlon

families because of ease of visiting them and because these
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familles have become accustomed to the keeping of accurate
records.
The writer first visited the selected homes accompariled by the Josephine County Farm Security Home Super-

visor.

Consent to cooperate in the 8tudy was secured by

the homemaker and a week to be studied was chosen.

families cooperated in the study:

Ten

all selected different

weeks for the keeping of their records.

During the visit

at the first of the week to be studied, questlon8 about
the food preservation practices and other food practices

were answered by the homemaker.

The food on hand at the

beginning of the week was weighed and re-weighed at the
end of the week when the writer again visited the home.
Records of the 21 meals eaten were kept by the homemaker
during the week.

Additional information concerning the

familles was obtained from the files in the Farm Security

Administration county office.
Families were found to vary in size from three to
six persons, with an average of k.9.

The mother was the

homemaker and the father did the work by himself on a
general or a dairying farm.

Four of the ten men worked

outside for wages as well as tending to the farming.
incomes for the ten families ranged from about $800 to
$5559.

Eight of the ten tam tiles had children of high

school age.

The

11k

As a whole the families were in good health and able
to do the active work necessitated by farm life.

The homemakers of all ten familles baked the bread

for the family use.

Both whole grain flour and white

enriched flour were used but the latter was used more
extensively.

Six of the ten homemakers churned butter,

while the rest received butter by exchanging cream at
butterfat prices.

All the ten homemakers believed that there were

enough milk and eggs produced on the farm for family consumption.
but,

All of the farms had some type of fruit grown

on the whole, apricots, peaches, and pears were

purchased for preservation.

Six of the ten families

produced all the vegetables eaten by the family, while
three reported that some vegetables were purchased.

One

family, which had recently moved on the farm, had not yet

benefited by a vegetable garden.

Only two families had an

adequate supply of nuts from the walnut trees on the farmi.

Four familles produced all their meat supply; four produced some of it, and two families were not producing any
at the time of the study.

No honey was home produced;

however, one homemaker declared that they intended having
a supply of honey in the future.

Home produced or purchased foods were preserved by
canning, smoking, curing or pickling in all instances, and
some of the families said food vas preserved by drying
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and by storing in the ground, in coolers, and in refriger-

ation lockers.
The foods which vere preserved by all the ten familles
as a group included asparagus,

lima beans, green beans,

beets, carrots, chard, corn, cucumbers, spinach, peas,

Irish potatoes, pumpkins, squash, tomatoes, and sauerkraut.
Fruits preserved include apples, apricots, blackberries,

boysenberries, cherries, currants, grspes, peaches, pears,
plums, prunes, rhubarb, strawberries, and youngberries.

Fruit jams, jellies, butters, and preserves were canned
by all the familles.
The types of meat preserved were beef, pork,

meat soups, fish, mincemeat,

arid

venison.

chicken,

In one instance

eggs were preserved by the vatergiass method.

Another

family was planning to grind Its own supply of cornmeal.
Foods consumed during the weeks in which the various
studies were made were usually seasonal or preserved.
The seasonal foods were eaten fresh In large quantitiee;

for example,

one family of five members consumed over

26 pounds of honeydew melons during the one week alone.

This would bring out the fact that knowledge of how to use
the same foods over arid over again in

a

variety of differ-

ent ways Is needed.
It was found that the families purchased a compara-

tively small amount of the foods ccnsumed.

Thus the foods
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they do eat are home produced.
is

Since the irrigated 8011

conducive to the production of various types of foods,

there 18 a need for more extensive use of available garden

plots in growing a variety of vegetables.
The second question to be answered was,

"How do these

eating habits compare with the suggested weekly list of

food consumed per family member as set up by the United
States Bureau of Home Economics?"

Po answer this ques-

tion, "Market List A for Low-Cost Meals" prepared by the

Bureau of Home Economics and published by the United States
Department of Agriculture was selected as the standard
by which each family's weekly food records were judged.
On the basis of Market List A for Low-Cost Meals

each family had Its own particular standard for food con-

sumption during the week, depending upon the size of the
family, age, and occupation of Its members.

After the comparison of the individual family with
the 8tandard wa

pared as a group.

determined, the ten familles were

corn-

It was found that the families were

particularly low in their consumption of leafy, green, or
yellow vegetables and potatoes.

Both of these types of

vegetables are foods which could be easily grown on the

farm if the family realized their importance in the diet.
Although all the homemakers 8tated that their f arms
produced milk and egg supplies sufficient to meet their
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needs, four families were below the recommended standard
in

alflOUflt8

of milk consumed and two did not reach the

standard in consumption of eggs.

It would appear that

information is needed as to how much of these foods is

necessary to insure an adequate diet for the family members.

Since the use of citrus fruits by the farm families
is limited,

diet.

tomatoes supply the needed vitamin

C

in the

Because this is true, extensive tomato preservation

should be encouraged to be sure that a sufficiency of that

food element is provided the year around.
White rice and

sods.

crackers were used by many of the

families but it V&8 reassuring to find that either whole
grain flour or white enriched flour, or both, vas used
for baking bread and that the majority of cereals used
was of the whole grain variety.
Six of the ten families were below standard in ade-

quate consumption of meat, poultry,

or fish.

Neither lamb

nor veal vas preserved by any of the families.

The meat

preserved vas mostly limited to beef and pork.

This would

be satisfactory if enough meat were available

consumption.

It would seem, however,

for family

that this is not true.

The families, as a group, are in need of more protein,

phosphorus, iron,

vitamin A, thiamin, and riboflavin in

'WI"

their diets.

These could be supplied by leafy, green, or

yellow vegetables, potatoes, and meat, poultry or fish and
in some instances by more eggs.

Vitamin C has been quite

adequately taken care of by the abundance of tomatoes used.
The need for calcium,
of milk.

in most cases, is met by an adequacy

Carbohydrate and fatty foods are eaten in suffi-

cient quantities to provide for the caloric needs of the
f emily members.

For the most part the daily meals in which these foods
vere distributed vere not interestingly planned.

There

was not much variety in color, texture, flavor, nor in
ways of cooking.

Too often foods with similar composition

predominated a meal; for example, one meal might include
two or three starchy foods.

More stress should be pieced

on menu making which would include interesting and varied

ways of using the same foods over again at different meals.
The third question proposed was,

determined as a result of the survey?"

"What needs are

These have been

presented by various methods throughout the study; however, for clarity they are reviewed here briefly.
i.

All rural families should have a knowledge of the
the nutritional need8 of their family members to

determine the amounts of milk and eggs, especially,

which should be consumed.

This would safeguard

against the selling of too much of these foods and
not leaving enough for adequate family consumption.
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2.

More stress should be placed on the uee of the
land available for adequate gardening.

The garden

should Include more vegetables of the leafy, green,
or yellow type as these are noticeably deficient

in the diets.

More potatoes should be grown to

replace white rice and other refined cereals.
3.

More Information should be accessible as to the

amounts and kinds of foods farm families should
preserve for the winter supplies to insure
variety in the diet when fresh fruits and vegetables are not available.
k.

Methods of securing variety in the use of one
food repeatedly during Its season should be given
the homemaker.

This would provide for more inter-

esting meals.
5.

Production of more meat for home use is advisable.
This would include beef, lamb, pork,

and rabbits.

veal, poultry,

These animals are raised at compara-

tively low cost on the farm and are needed to
supplement the diet in some of the most important
nut.rlents.
6.

The production of honey should be encouraged as
a substitute for sugars.

The clover and alfalfa

which are plenteous in this section of the state

would Insure a good grade of honey.
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'7.

More information should be available to the home-

maker on the principles of menu making.

During

the national nutrition campaign much stress has

been put on the nutritive value of foods but not

much has been available on the simple ways of combining these foods into interesting and sppetizing
meals.

Stress should be given to the advisability

and ways of providing a variety of colors, tex-

tures, flavors, methods of cooking, and foodstuffs
in the menus.

Clever schemes for use of leftovers

in new forms would be helpful.
8.

The families should have the opportunity of knowing
the reasons why different types of foods are

necessary in the diet.
be presented in a

This information should

simple, understandable, and

useful manner which would stimulate the interest
in applying these nutrition principles to their

daily living.
9.

The school lunches pecked at home were in need
of variety in each meal and from day to day.

It

would be advisable to have helps and suggestions
available as to the packing of satisfying and

appetizing school lunches with
and time.

a

minimum of effort
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The fourth and last question which this study proposed
to answer is,

"What educational program in nutrition can

be recommended for the rural families of Josephine county

which will meet their needs and Interests?"

In answering

this question in full it was necessary to determine the

needs of the rural families, nutritionally speaking.

This

was done and has been reviewed previously in this chapter.
It vas also necessary to become familiar with what has

been done on nutrition education in Josephine County.

Each of the groups sponsoring educational programs in
nutrition vas discussed oepaTstely.

Farm Security Administration
The Farm Security Administration does recommend as

part of the county home supervisor's responsibility the

giving

of'

nutritional helps and suggestions to the families

receiving this aid.

The homemaker Is advised as to the

types and quantities of

food preservation which would

fulfill her year-around family needs.

It 18 necessary for

the homemaker to keep a record of the food grown, pre-

served, and purchased during the year.

______
The Josephine County Public Health Department often

sponsors nutritional

movies throughout

the county and is
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responsible for the showing of these films on its own projector.

When a particular film is available, it is loaned

to many interested organizations upon request.

material on nutrition is distributed.

Printed

The health depart-

ment is chiefly concerned with nutritionally deficient
cases when the deficiency is clinically observed.
Home Extension Service

Perhaps the organization which has done moat with the

rural familles, nutritionally speaking, is the Home Extension Service under the leadership of the county home demon-

stratton agent.

Nutrition problems are discussed as veli

es are ways and means of combining available foods Into

interesting menus.

How to plan for the family's yearly

needs is now being stressed.

Money management problems

in relation to food purchasing, growing and preservation
of food are discussed.

tions are given.

$uggestions for Individual solu-

There usually is a wealth of new materiel

on food and nutrition from the state extension service.
The home demonstration agent uses the radio and local news-

papers extensively for coming into contact with many rural
as well as urban familles which otherwise she might not

reach.

Her work Is necessarily limited to those persons

interested In such a program as It requires the individuai
Initiative of each to join

e.

discussion group.
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County Nutrition Council
The County Nutrition Council was set up in the fall
of 1911 under the chairmanship of the county home demonstrs-

tion agent, with a representative group of people in the

community and rural areas as members.

The council studied

the resources of food supplies in Josephine County and have

recommended the number of cows and chickens needed in the
county to insure an adequate supply of milk and eggs.

Key

people in the various rural communities were interviewed
and interested in promoting the nutrition program through

exhibits in public places, the radio, newspapers, and

discussion meetings with

a

competent leader.

Red Cross
The Red Cross has sponsored the canteen and nutrition

classes popular over the county.

All the county communities

are now organized in catiteen corps for the purpose of

readiness in case of emergency feeding.

The lessons given

the workers contain certain nutritional principles, which,
of course, are specifically for group feeding, but which

could be applied to the individual families.
Twenty hours of instruction in nutrition have been

given under the Red Cross.

More such lessons are planned
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in the

futue.

Stress is put upon nutritional principles

which apply directly to the individual families represented.
Public Schools
Not all the public schools throughout

the county have

had hot school lunch programs, but more have been realizing
the need and taking advantage of the

surplus commodities

as well as donations of food by community members.

Nutrition is taught in connection with the homemaking
classes in the Grants Pass High School.

The girls and

boys reached by this course represent many rural families.
Some nutrition is presented in connection with the health

and biology 8tudiea but the amount offered in these fields
is limited.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

IN NUTRITION

The recommendations for educational programs in

nutrition may be classified as those dealing largely with
adults and those to be carried out by the public schools.
ADULT NUTRITION PROGRAM FOR RURAL FAMILIES

This study is valuable for use in developing an

educational program in nutrition for rural families as it
has brought to light some of the nutritional needs of this
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particular county.

It is important that the leaders in

such a nutrition program become acquainted with the needs

and develop the program with these in mind.

On the basis

of this survey the following points are recommended In the

development of en educational program in nutrition:
1.

CooperatIon among the organizations dealing with
rural people Is essential in the development of
an adequate and successful educational program.
In Josephine County, these groups and organizations would Include the County Farm Security

Administration, the Home Demonstration Agent,
the Extension Agent, the Public Health Department,

the Nutrition Council, the Red Cr088, and the

public schools, as well as other trained people

located in the county.

Each has a contribution

to make and each reaches many rural people.

The various groups muet become familiar with

what each is doing to be able to plan the most
effective means of educating the populace.

It 18

therefore suggested that the agencies dealing

with nutrition form a cooperative council in which

nutritional information is exchanged and discussed
and then disseminated through the most effective
channels.
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2.

Local resources for dissemination of information
about nutrition must be located and used.
(a)

hoss

The radios available in most of the farm

are an Important means of reaching the se

families.

Grants Pass has a local radio station

and time is usually freely given to agencies
wishing it for educationa.l purposes.
(b) The two newspapers, one daily and one

weekly, distributed in the county from Grants Pass
should provide rich sources of Information to the

rural people if accessible space were utilized by
those cooperating groups in promoting nutrition

education.
(c)

The motion picture films now available

for use by different organizations provide an

interesting approach to nutrition which is probably
unequaled.

These filme may be secured for the

motion picture theaters, whose managers are usually
very cooperative in presenting shorts on nutrition

along with the feature film.

Also, films are used

by smaller groups and they present much material
for discussion.
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5.

Adult group meetings on nutrition where specific
problems may be discussed should be conducted by

persons trained in home economics.

Meetings are

popular with the combination leadership of home
economics and agriculture teachers.
These group meetings should be carried out
in all parts of the county and should be available
to as many of the people as wish to come and dis-

cuss their nutrition problems.

Therefore,

it is

suggested that leaders for such meetings be
selected by the proposed cooperative nutrition

council and information to be given in these

meetings be tentatively outlined.
It is realized that illustrative material

used in such meetings should be correct in the

interpretation of nutrition information, yet
simple and useful.

This cooperative council

should pass preliminary judgment on such material
before lt Is used or distributed throughout the
county.
The activities for the participants in these

adult discussion groups must be such as will

create and maintain interest in the program.

k.

Individual contact of families is perhaps the most
effective way of presenting nutrition information.
Families are more free to confide problems during

individual consultation.

Once they are aware of

their needs and are desirous of fulfilling them,
the consultant must help the family reorganize

their plans for providing food for their family.
5.

Certain information and suggestions should be
stressed no matter which may the families are
reached.

These include adequate home food pro-

duction for immediate use and for food preservation.
The ability to include variety in the menus simply

but effectively is needed by each homemaker.
is recommended that simple

It

menu planning rules be

given either in the form of class instruction or
in printed form.
6.

It should not be necessary for the farm families

to purchase much of their food supplies with the

exception of flour, cereals, and sugar.

Honey

production on the farm would curtail sugar purchasing to some degree.
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NUTRITION PROGRAM FOR TEE PUBLIC SCHOOL
The public schools over the county come in contact

with meny of the rural families in each particular district.

It would appear,

therefore, that if an effective

nutritional program were set up in the school systems in
the county, the bettering of family nutrition practices

would materialize.

On the basis of this study the follow-

ing suggestions are given for development of a nutritional

program within the schools:

L

Hot school lunches should be a part of every school

program for the nutritional well-being of each
child present.

This gives an opportunity for the

child to have an adequate hot lunch for the noon
meal instead of the dry, uninteresting, starchy,
box lunch many bring from home.
To promote a school lunch program the coinmuni.ty must cooperate with the school.

The effectiveness of such a program would

mean the correlation of the school lunch with
the school nutrition program.
zise selection of food

A campaign for

from the school lunch

rogram should be promoted.

This should be

acquired through colorful posters, exhibits, and,
of course, a school lunch menu which would help

insure a wise selection.
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The school lunch should be discussed in the

elassroom, as it is the responsibility of the

teacher to make it possible for the pupils to
have a knowledge of the reason food makes a

difference to them.
Those schools which do not have school lunches
for the entire student body would profit by a pro-

gram of education in the packing of appetizing and

attractive box lunches.

This would be especially

true in the Grants Pass high school, which has no

school lunch program whatsoever as equipment and
space sre not available.
The students should be given a place to eat

their lunches where surroundings are conducive to
the practicing of good eating habits.
2.

Nutrition should be a part of the entire school
life of the child.

This necessitates the coopera-

tion of the elementary and secondary schools in
the development of an all-inclusive nutrition

program.
The primary grades should include nutrition

information along with the reading lessons.

The

importance of the protective foods eggs, milk,
fruits and vegetables need to be especially stressed.
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Of necessity the information must meet the

needs of the growing child and it should become

more and more challenging to them as they grow
older.

Activities associated with nutrition

must be varied to stimulate and hold the interest
of the school child to the extent that he will

consciously improve his eating habits.
3.

Nutrition is now being stressed even more than
previously In the homemaking classes of the
secondary schools.

Food preparation on the meal

basis is incorporated into the nutrition lessons;
for example,

during the vitamin

and vegetables are prepared.

C

unit, salads

This plan places

the emphasis upon the correct selection of food
as well as conservation of nutrients by proper

cooking techniques.
Since the students are adolescents, they are

particularly interested in the effect that an
adequate amount and kind of food has upon making
them more attractive.

As they grow older,

they

are able to assimilate more knowledge of nutrition

which will not only apply to themselves but to
their homes, their neighbors, their community,
and their nation.
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k.

Nutrition education, to be effective
spre8.d,

arid

wide-

cannot be confined to the limits of sped-

fic subjects such as homemaking.

It should and

must be an integre.1 part of many subjects throughout the school,

specifically biology and health,

which would reach most of the student body.

English and social studies can cooperate with the
nutrition program through readings on recent
advances in nutrition with reports to the class,
or with studies of the community itself as to the

eating habits present.

How nutrition affects the

nation as a whole would be a topic for discussion
in the social studies classes.

Therefore nutri-

tion need not be segregeted from the whole school

curriculum.
This, however, necessitates the cooperation
of the other teachers with those specifically

trained in the nutrition information in selecting
the correct and type of information which should
be presented in the classroom.
5.

In the secondary schools a student body Junior

Nutrition Council is suggested.

This would in-

clude membership of a representative group perhaps

selected from the homeroom.

This council would be

the focusing point for all school-wide nutrition
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programs, such as responsibility for assembly
programs, exhibits, campaign posters, speakers
for homerooms, suggestive nutritional activlte8
in which the homerooms could participate, developsuent of
grain,

or improvement of the school lunch pro-

and dissemination of suitable nutrition

material throughout the high school.
This Junior Nutrition Council should realize
the importance of providing each student with the

nutrition information and encouraging the
ticing of better food habits every day.

prec-

This

group would cooperate with the proposed cooperative nutrition council set-up in the cormnunity.
6.

The facts brought out by this 8tudy should be

presented and discussed and special emphasis be
put upon those nutritional needs found to exist
in the county.
The present study has presented some of the nutri-

tional needs of rural families in Josephine County, which

might be incorporated In the educational program in nutrition for the county.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
In the light of the findings of this study, the writer

recommends the following studies to be made in the future:
1.

More studies

of'

a similar nature in different

parts of the state and with various groups of

people to ascertain the specific needs of varying
groups.
2.

A study of the practices of a group of homemakers
before and after a course in nutrition.

3.

An investigation of the change in food habits of
rural families before and after nutritional needs
have been determined and an extensive individual

program on improvement of food practices has been
promoted.
k.

A study of food habits of public school pupils
before and after an all-school nutrition educational program has been carried out.
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APPENDIX

i

ON

QUESTIONÌAIRE
EATING HABITS

OF

Att4I NI STRATION FAÌ4ILTES
JOSEPHINE COUNTY, OREGON

FARM SECURI TY

Date of

Date of Second

Visit

for

of______

Date

Family

Size of Family

Living at

Number

Home

Approximate Yearly Income of
Name

of Family

Members

of Dependents

_____

Family Group

At Home
Age

_____________

or

Occupation

Away

___________

Number

at Regular Times?
of Hired Hands Regularly Fed

Number

of Lunches Pecked Each Day

State

of
Health

Meale Usually Served

Type of Farming Done

the Family Have an Adequate Garden Plot?
Other Items Noted Which Might Influence Eating Habite
Does

Week

________Te le phone_____

Name

Address
Number

First Visit

Food

iabits

Number Meals

Eaten at Home
Outstanding
Daily
Likes Dislikes

li.

FOOD INVEN'TORY
FARM SECURITY AIt4INiSTRATION FAMILIES
JOSEPHINE COUNTY, OREGON
to_____________

Week of

Name

Whet types of foods are grown on the farm?

All vegetables needed?

All fruit used by the family?

_______________
Butter churned at home?_____________________

Adequate milk supply?
Butter exchanged at butter fat prlces?

Thickens?
Fruit supply?_________

Adequate egg supply for the family?
Nut trees?

supply?______________________________

Do you produce all meat

Do you have your own honey supply?

Do you grind your wheat?_________________

Do you use the whole of the wheat grain?
Is

the garden produce grown eaten fresh?_______________________________________________

or te it stored in lockers?

pickled?

dried?_________________

canned?

stored in cooler?

stored or left in ground?_____________

INVEN'rORY OF AVAILABLE FOODS

Preserved Foods

__________________

Glass
Jars

Tin
Cans

Cold
Storage

Pickled
ioked

Dried

Other
Methods

Rome
Produced

Cured

rege table 8:

Asparagus
Lima_Beans
Green Beans
Kidney_Beans

________ ________

_______

_____

________

________

_________ _________

Carrots
Corn
Greens--spinach
Peas

Sweet Potatoe8
Irish_Potatoes

________
________

_________
_________

________ ________
_________
________

Tomatoes

Tomato_Juice
Saue raut

Other Vegetables

_________

Purchased

FOOD INVENTO1Y--continued

iii
T;-;-

Pre.erved Foods

Jars

-i;T---

Cen

Cold
Storage

Pickled
iioked

Dried

Other
Methode

Cured________

Home
PurchaBed
Produced
_________ ___________

rult,:

Blackberr te e
Blueberrie e
Boyeenberriee
Oooaeberrlee

Applee______

________ __________ ______ ________

Apricota______

________

________ __________ ______ ________

______

________

__________ _______ _________ _________

______
______

________
________
________

_________ ______ ________
_________ ______ ________
_________ ______ ________

_________ ___________
_________ ___________
_________ ___________

________
Cherriee________

_________ ______ ________
_________ ______ ________

_________ ___________
_________ ___________

Peachee________

__________

______ _________ _________

Paare________

_______

______ ______

FruitJams

Preserves

_________

_____
______

Plums_______

OtherFruits

_________ ___________

______

Prunes________

Rhubarb

___________

______

Huckleberriee______

Lopanberriee
Raepberrles
Strawberr te e

_________ ___________

__________ _______ _________ _________

___________

__________ ___________

__________ ______

__________ ___________

_________

_________ ___________

______ ________

_____
_____

_______ ________
-______ i
_______ ________ _____ ________ ________

______
Jellies______

________ __________ ______ ________
________ __________ ______ ________

_________ ___________
_________ ___________

Butter______

________

s

_________

__________

______

________

_________

___________

__________

_______ ________

_________

___________

______

Meets:
________

Beef______

Lriab

-

Fork______

Turkey_______

Rabbit________
Dueke-

-

Soups-

Other_Meats

----

L_..________ ____

_________ ___________
_________ ___________
_________ __________

_________ ______ ________ ________ __________

________ ______ _______

________ __________

_________ ______ ________

_________ ___________

_______ ________ _____
_______ ________ -

_______

---

-

__________ ______ ________
________ __________ ______ ________
________ _________ ______ ________

VeaI
Chicken
-_

Fish-

.

_______
_______

________
_______ ________ ________

- --__ - - __

STAPLES O

______ _______ ____ ____
}tArrD

T THE

BZI11llO

OF TEE dEEK

______

__

iv
RECORD OF WEEK' S

NTJS
Naine_________________

Date
F.XPL.kNÀTION:

Dey_______

1it

recording the mea1,
each food separately and give the kind,
amount prepared and ervod (all food8 given in weight--lbs arid oz.
except i1k which is given in quarta and eggs given in number5 u8ed.
After the day'a meals have been eerved, the amount of food uod dui'in
in the chart given. It would be helpful
the day should be
if, on the back of this sheet, recipes used th naktng certain dishes
be clipped ori or copied so the amount of sugar, fat, and flour used
can be determined.
When

surized

AMOUNT PREPARED
AND SERVED

KIND

FOOD

NUMBER OF

PERSONS

SEEVED

BREAKFAST:

AL:

NOON

EVENING MEAL:

LU?WHES PREPARED:

DAILY RECORD

TPotatoes Tomatoes Leafy
Sweet
Oranges Green
Potatoes Grape- Yellow
fruit Vegetables

(ilki

Qt. Lb. Oz.

Lb. Oz. Lb. Oz.

E'iod

Other
Lean
JIUI'
Butter
Peas
ied legeMeat
Bread Sugar Other
Beans ?rult tables Eggs Poultry Cereals
Fats
Nuts
ruit
Fish
_______

Lb.Oz.b.Oz.b.Oz.

No. Lb. Oz. Lb. Oz.

Lb.

Lb. Oz.

HOW
I

TO USE

(in the lilank lines
naflhl Of
OIW

t

P'"

Now. hesidr each r,am you wntn. down. íII in the quaritilie* of
food.
heti t}iv table rrvommruili for a
o( thai
and actIvitV.
again. would tiet-d 6 quarta of milk on the
kfl.ÇO$t plan ..t.)

3

ri

tabk tha t 4lescrilx each
( For ea,n I I..
years old, tut. foods she nenia are oil tue line

1ttid t he line In
ja

at the bottom of the Ii,.t. brite down the
ho cats at
your lahr. Put ib' name of

l
rrn
eiIi line.

IOe)I

ii Suau

THESE LISTS'

t 1w

I

"Girls: 13-13 years.")

Market

hen all the quantities are filled in, add 0 each column.
There you have your family's niarketing list for a berk.

S

Ust

A for low-cost meals_______________
A.I) QtiATlTIES

kI,l)S

OF FtX)I) FOR A WEEk

FAMILY MIMRFRS
Milk

Children:
9-12 maiit ...................
I-3 rars ....... .._ ........
4-6 years ............. -":
7-9 vein ........... .........

1H'

5
S

6

3-8

l.. l ye.n..........

6

4-4)

(irla:

'

It, 21)

onwn:

-

sean ........ ._....

l,aierateIv active

.

.

0-

0-

..

..

0-

3-0
5-0

6
6

S-8

4

I-0

_

O-

0-

7-0
5-0
7-8

;T8

l-8

4

I

I-8

2-

S

l-8

2---

8

h-H

8

h-8
l--8

4

2-0
2-0

8

l-8
h-8
l-8

O

8

II

I

2-0
3-8

ô

2-0
2-0
2-0

0

2- 8
2- 0
2- 0
3- 0
3- 0
2- 8
2- 8
22- 8
2- 0

I-8

l-8

-12

6

0-12

G-

Ests

..

8

1

S

t

2-O

t

2-0
2-0
3-0
2-8
2-8
2-0
2-0

1

Q-12

4
.5

2--0
-

5

I_0
2-0
2- 8

I

3-

Lh.

I-O

O-12

3-8

O-13

2-

O-12

l-0
I---4

l--O

8

8

2-12
2-12

G--11

0-12

O-12

Il-0
1-4
l-4
l-12
I-

O-15

1-12

l-12

4-8

3

6-O

l-2
l-5

3
3

22-

8-4

4-4

l-0

3--

O-13

I-

O-12

O-12

1-12

3

sa.

0-1
0-3
0-8

0-IO

h-O

1--1

0
8
8

IA

2-12

t

I-

.i

0-1
0-4
0-6
0-12
0-lI

3-8

l-12
I-12
1- 8
2- 0
1- 8

Q

1

2-O

1-

s.l

àla

1-O

0-12

I-

___

14.

0-12
O- 4

-s---0

l0

Itova:
13-15 years..
....
16-20 Tears ....
....
Men:
Moderately aetive.
%
active ................

T. ri
'b k. aq..s.i.'nI

t)-

'.()

%erl active ...............
Sedeiniary ....___... ........

liurain .....

0-

3-8
,I-0

6

l'irnanit .....__ .... ._.-.

O-

3--4)

.

10-12 years ................

Ik,

rr,esI

O

h-6

8

O

i.

l4

sasa

oC

s

rtwsar.

bollar. or

li mars o

.,..lk,

,try

rv.po,.iad mili

a,itk.

mo

Flay

c.no.

boot rquia.lrat

of

to

Am.riran
I

q..rt

((:h..dd,)

of lirnd wtmk .olk.

.

I

1arI

o

5k on,,,, 1k

an4 I

,a,nr,.. ol
'

Sd

a

I,',tir. .

t

errea r.I.bsgr.

o,.nra

.4 do

.&...

milk

k.k. .oa. bras.. carrot.

nl

vi
TABLE

General

I

Information of the Selected
-

-

ra -

Finilies
-

-- - r

Amount of Farm Produced Foods

Family

Vege t8bles
N.S A.

I

X

II

X

III
X

V

X

x*

VI

N.S.A.

Milk
Eggs Nuts
Meat
Honey
N.S A. N.S.A. N.S.A. N.S.A. N.S.A.

X

X

X

X

XX
XX
XX

X

X

X

X

X

XX

X

X

X

X

X

IV

Fruit

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

XX
X

X

X

VII

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

VIII

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Ix

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

N = None
S = Some

A = All of the family needs
* No

supply now, but expect to have adequate supply next

year.

vi.i.

TABLE II

Family Practices in the

Family

Butter Exchanged
at Butterfat
Prices

138e

of Home Produced Foods

Butter
Churned
at Home

Whole Grain
Flour Used
in Baking

I

X

X

II

X

X

III

X

Iv

X

V

X

White
Enriched
Flour Used
in Baking

X
X
X

X

X

VI

X

X

VII

X

X

VIII

X

X

Ix

X

X

X

X

X

X

vili

PABLE III

Family Practices in Preservetion of Foods
-.

Stored

Family

in

Lookers

-.

Stored
in
Cooler

Stored
in
Ground

II

III

X

Iv
X

X

VII

X

VIII

X

Ix

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

VI

X

Dried

X

I

V

Canned

Smoked
Cured
Pickled

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

PABLE IV
Familles' Food Consumption for the Week Studied
Compared with that Recommended by the Standard
-w----

FAMILY

Milk
Quarts

Consuined

I

II

15.5
23.8

II]:

29.0

IV

56,0

V

2.0

VI

ik.o

VII

VIII

13.0
15.1

IX

ik.0

X

511.0

Pounds
Con-

Pounds
Needed

115

7.5

77

13.5

116

125

8.5
20.0
12.0

15.5
25.5
21.0
26.0

55

18.5

60
k7

13.5
12.5

93

207

Quarts

Needed

13.5
31.0
25.0
32.0
33.5
25.5
21.5
32.0
15.0
26.0

Dried Beans,

%

____ sumed

175

32.0
20.5

Tomatoe8 and

PeaNuta

Potatoes

Pounds
Con-

Pounds
Needed

k8

0.00

i.7

53

3.00
0.75
1.00

2.25
2.37
3.12
3.12
2.50
2.37
2.12
2.00
2.75

%

____ sumod

kO

80

60

2.0

20.5
25.0
15.0

13

9.25
0.00
0.60
k.00
0.00

3.0

215

1k

0.33

38

111

50

Citrus_Fruits

%

Pounds

Pounds

Con-

Needed

sunied ____

%

k.5 150

32

6.75
27.00
18.50

32

9.00

296
0

19.00
11.00

25

2.00

7.5 1k7
6.5 30

188

5.00

9.5

0

9.00

12

1.12

k.5 200
7.5 15

O

129

9.0

300

7.5 27
9.0

100

10.5 181

52

>4

TABLE IV
(Cont 'd)

Leafy, Green, or
Vegetables
FPMILY
Pounds Pounds
ConNeeded
%
suined
____

Other Vegetables

andFrults

-

Pound.s

Con-

Pounds
Needed

%

suined

Meat, Poultry,

Eggs ______
Number Number
ConNeeded
%
sumed

Fish
Pounds
Con-

Pounds
Needed

%

suined

I

2.00

6.50

31

9.00

6.00

150

13

11

118

1.75

5.50

32

II

10.00

13.50

7k

i49.00

11.50

3k5

15

27

55

3.00

8.75

3k

III

14.75

8.25

56

31.00

9.00

3kk

15

21

71

16.50

IV

2.00

9.7

21

39.00

11.50

3kO

57

25

228

9.00

9.75

92

V

15.00

lk.00

107

13.00

13.00

100

62

21

295

6.00

10.00

60

VI

11.12

11.00

101

18.00

10.00

180

k6

19

2k2

7.50

VII

3.75

8.50

kk

16.50

9.00

187

28

15

i86

11.00

7.50

111k

VIII

10.25

12.75

88

25.00

12.00

211

11k

25

176

k.00

10.00

kO

IX

6.50

7.25

90

18.00

6.00

300

22

11

200

8.00

6.25 130

X

2.50

11.50

21

k.00

9.50

112

3k

22

15k

7.00

8.25

9.00 183

7.00 107

86

:14

TABLE IV
(Cont'd)

w----:FAMILY

Flour and Cereal

Fats

arid

Sugars, Sirups, Preserves

O11

Pounds
Conaumed

Pounds
Needed

114.1

2.75

3.00

90

19.50

119

7.25

k.75

18.50

18.50

loo

6.50

IV

33.50

26.50

127

V

2k.25

31.50

VI

26.75

VII

Pounds
Needed

Per
Cent

2.50

3.50

71

155

9.00

5.75

156

5.12

125

6.25

.37

iki

7.50

5.00

150

6.75

5.12

132

77

k.25

7.00

61

k.75

6.25

76

21.00

127'

6.50

k.75

137

10.00

k.50

222

12.00

19.50

61

5.75

3.50

105

9.00

k.50

200

VIII

16.50

26.50

63

8.00

6.25

129

9.75

6.62

ik8

IX

9.00

15.25

59

3.75

3.75

100

300

3.25

95

X

12.25

20.50

60

2.12

k.62

k6

5.50

5.12

107

Pounds
Consumed

Pounds
Needed

I

20.00

1.25

II

23.00

in

Per
Cent

Per
Cent

Pounds
Consuined

>4
I-1.

